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Dorms provide cable

Competition with
other campuses
spur purchase of
cable for dorms
Associate! Press Photo

CNN: Rick Kaplan, head of
CNN's U.S. network, was let go
by the network Wednesday.

Kaplan
cut from
network
CNN bumps head
due to dwindling
rating, reconstruction of network
By DAVID BAUDER
ASSOCIATED CHESS WRITER

NEW YORK — Wilh ratings
dwindling and competitors
chipping away at its dominant
news rule, CNN announced a
restructuring Wednesday that
included the ouster of the head
of its U.S. network, Rick Kaplan,
after three years.
CNN said it plans to more
aggressively integrate its television and Internet operations. Its
parent company, Time Warner,
is about to complete its merger
with America Online.
It is not clear whether
Kaplans job, president of
CNN/USA, will be filled. In the
restructuring, his duties were
dispersed among other executives.
Philip Kent, formerly president of Turner Broadcasting
System International, was
appointed president and chief
operating officer of the CNN
News Group Eason Jordan, who
has controlled CNN's international news operation, will
become CNN's chief news executive.
Kaplan was offered other
opportunities within Time
Warner but chose not to take
them, said Terence McGuirk,
who oversees CNN for Time
Warner.
"I believe it best that I now
move on," Kaplan said in a statement. "I have'had a wonderful
experience over the past three
years. I thank the fine group of
journalists that I have been privileged to work with.... I believe
that we have enhanced the
quality of news coverage and
improved the depth of reporting."
Kaplan, a colorful 34-time
Emmy winner during his long
career as producer for ABC
News, joined CNN as president
of its USA operations in August
1997. He was given the mission
of boosting the network's viewership when it didn't have
breaking news to depend upon.
Those efforts, particularly a
nightly newsmagazine called
"Newsstand," largely failed. Fox
News Channel and MSNBC
siphoned off viewers and, during good economic times, so did
the financial network CNBC..
CNN has also been hurt by a
growing number of local 24hour cable news networks and
the *.4iance by more consumers
.or the Internet for news
updates, said Tom Johnson,
.chairman of the CNN News
Group.
CNN's average daily viewership sank from 463,000 people
during the third quarter of 1997,
CNN. PAGE 2

ByStefarnSizemori
MANAGING EDITOR

To keep in competition with
other colleges, the University
decided to install free cable in
every dorm room this year.
Last spring the Residence Life
Association (RSA) and the Office
of Residence Life began discussing the idea of free cable in
the dorms.
"We looked around at other
universities and in the case of
amenities in the dorms, we were
lacking," Jim Zentmeycr, assistant director of residence life
said. "We decided that we needed to stay competitive in that
aspect, and free cable looked to
be the next thing we were going
to add to the dorms."
After a summer of negotiations and talks with Time
Warner, the University signed a
12 month contract for free cable
in all the dorm rooms and for all
public access TVs.
"In essence it allows us to better utilize our manpower by not
having to maintain 4,000 some
odd separate accounts on campus," said Pat McCualey, Time
Warner's government affairs
manager. "We don't have to use
up our manpower running in
and out all year doing installations and maintenance and we
are better able to serve the
Bowling Green area For Bowling
Green, it adds a nice attraction
to living on campus and in the
dorms."
Three different packages were
discussed over the summer. One
package included the 55 basic
cable channels. Another package included basic cable plus
one premium channel like HBO
or Cinemax and the last package
included basic cable and two
free premium channels.
"After looking at all the packages and prices, we decided on
the third package because it
made the most sense money

lulianne Prenaveau BG News

WATCHING CABLE: Alicia Day and Chuck Laurence sit and watch TV in their dorm room. The cable is provided from the University and the
cost is figured int"-'■'--'-'tuition.

Students react to having
access to cable in dorms

RUNDOWN OF COST FOR CABLE
UNIVERSITY BASIC CABLE: $8.50 per month.
UNIVERSITY PREMIUM CHANNELS: $8.50 per month
REGULAR BASIC CABLE: $28.71 per month

By Grant Heckman
SIAIF WRITER

wise," Zentmeyer said.
The free cable package will
cost the University an estimated
S550.000-$600,000 a year.
"We are saving students tons
of money by doing this, and it
makes our dorm rooms more
appealing," he said.
The basic cable is costing the
University $8.50 per room per
month and the two premium
channels are also costing the
$8.50 per room per month.
"When you break it down, stu-

dents are paying $20 less than
what they would pay for the services we are
offering,"
Zentmeyer said.
Along with the free cable, students are receiving HBO and
Cinemax. These are both movie
channels that include programs
for a mature audience.
Layman was shocked that the
University would supply these to
students
CABLE, PAGE 2

With the addition of cable
access to the dorm rooms this
fall, many students are having
mixed feelings about the situation.
Included in the question is the
cost, which Time Warner said is a
better deal than getting the individual cable.
"There are substantial savings
than from just receiving it a la
carte," said Pat McCualey, Time
Warner's government affairs
manager. "Like if you lived in an

apartment off campus, it would
cost much more."
According to McCualey, cable
normally costs $28.71, and that
price does not include the premium channels like HBO and
Cinemax that students now
receive. McCualey believes that
the new deal will work out for the
best for both Time Warner and
for the University.
But many students that are
using their televisions are in
favor of the program.
STUDENTS, PAGE 2

No decision on
Pouring Rights yet
By Amylo L Brown

held for student opinion. The
Environmental Action Group on
It's not a definite. Not much campus petitioned for recycling
progress has been made. We're regulations to be included in any
agreement between a soft drink
still negotiating.
Soft drink giants take note. You company and the University.
haven't got them yet
Deciding that the benefits outPepsi-Cola and the American weighed the cons, the commitBottling Company (ABC) contin- tee proposed to President Sidney
ue negotiating with the Ribeau's cabinet a compromise.
University for
The University
beverage selling
"I would also like would enter
rights, but a
to see a portion of negotiations
with the comdecision won't
the money [the
panies for a
be
reached
shared market
soon.
University
receives]
contract.
"At this time
reach the student
The cammy best guess
pus now supwould
be
body
in
a
tangible
ports three
January, 2001,"
way."
beverage supsaid
Jane
pliers-PepsiSchimpf, head
MARCOS
POPOVICN.
of the Pouring
Cola, CocaUSG PRESIDENT
Rights
Cola and ABC.
Committee,
With a shared
which is in charge of reviewing market, only two suppliers could
sell products on campus. One
companies' proposals.
' For almost two years, the com- would have more market power
mittee has been reviewing the with 75 to 80 percent of the sellpros and cons to contracting ing space, but the other would
exclusively with one beverage- still be available on campus in
supplier for the University in certain locations.
Currently the University is
exchange for financial benefits.
The committee went public negotiating with Pepsi-Cola and
ABC If negotiations don't work
last fall with the idea
In Spring, discussions became
more serious and forums were
POURING, PAGE 2
STAFI WRITER

Brian Engeknan BG News

WELCOME TO BG: Students park on the grass right after the University welcome sign, due to lack
of parking on campus.

Parking on grass
Students are being
ticketed for parking
on the grass, directed
to other lots
Byl«tfWndenach
EDITORia-CHICf

The newly-planted grass
around the University is slowly
being trampled by car tires.
Students are making their
own parking spaces on the grass

by the parking lots, making
Parking and Traffic displeased.
"It takes one car parking on
the grass to start the trend,"
Stacey Enriquez, director of
Parking and Traffic, said. "It's
against parking regulations, and
there is plenty of space in the
other lots to park"
According to Enriquez, the
main problems are in the resident Lot 12 along Merry Road
and the commuter lots. The
parking problems by the Field

House are even causing problems for the band when they try
to practice.
Enriquez recommends moving the cars in Lot 12 to the overflow lot adjacent to the Stadium
and the commuter cars to Lot 18
by the Field House and Lot 10 at
the Ice Arena
Enriquez said they understand that some people are not
aware of this rule, but emphaPARKIMG. PAGE 2
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Parking on*
grass causes
problems

Kaplan cut from
CNN network
CNN. FROM PAGE 1

when Kaplan started, to 288,000
during the second three months
of this year, according to Nielsen
Media Research. The prime-time
dropoff was even steeper, at 47
percent
The network's second-quarter
ratings were the lowest since
1988.
"One of the things that CNN
has suffered from is the lack of
long-running breaking news stories," said Tom Wolzien. a media
analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein &
Co. "We had a huge number of
these stories in the early 1990s
when they were growing."
McGuirk praised Kaplan in an
internal memo for "making us
smarter, faster and more committed than ever to producing
the best news coverage in the
world."
"There's nothing here that's
going on that has to do with ratings, really," he said in an interview. "We have got a major merg-

PARKING, FROM PAGE 1

er with AOL coming up. We have
a news business that is making
the transition toward a digital
future that is slightly different
from its analog present."
Kaplan, whose friendship with
President Clinton made conservative activists suspicious, is a
strong-willed personality who
feuded with one of his bestknown anchors, l.ou Dobbs,
before Dobbs left for an Internet
venture.
Kaplan survived a major scandal less than a year into his
tenure, when the network had to
retract a story that claimed the
U.S. military used nerve gas on
defectors during the Vietnam
War. Two producers were fired as
a result of the May 1998 report,
and correspondent Peter Arnett
left CNN within a year.
lim Walton, who has been
president of the CNN/Sports
Illustrated sports news network,
will be responsible for CNN's
domestic news networks and
Websites.

sizes that if the problem continues, action will have to be taken.
"Right now we have been
putting Dyers on the cars notifying students where else they
can park," Enriquez said. "I
don't want to have to ticket people but if this continues, we'll
have to. This is just giving everyone a head's up."
Another problem
that
Parking and Traffic is running
into is people trying to park
behind the Union in Lot 17.
"This lot is closed and has
been closed and people are still
trying to park there," Enriquez
said. "Lot 17 is closed, please do
not try to park there."

No decision made on Pouring Rights
POURING. FROM PAGE 1

out, Coca-Cola would next get a
chance to offer its proposals.
Marcos Popovich, undergraduate student government president, has been working with the
committee on the negotiations
since his election in the Spring.
"The things that I want to
ensure happen are that prices are
comparable, if not lower to last

Students react to
cable in dorms
STUDENTS, FROM PAGE 1

"Personally, I think it's cool
because it's just there and 1 can
watch it and not worry about
another bill," said Steve Eby,
freshman,. sports management
major.
Erin Layman, sophomore,
social work major, was very surprised when she returned to the
dorms this semester to find free
cable.
"I think it is about time. Other
universities have free cable so we
should too," she said. "I am really
glad that they decided to do this."
Students who are not using the
cable in their dorms have mixed

Briin Engelran BG Item

TICKETS: Students receive a warning and ticket from Parking and Traffic when they park on the grass.

feelings on the subject.
"It doesn't really bother me
that much," said freshman Chad
Sidle. "1 knew it was going to be
that way. It's just part of it (college
expenses]."
Others are less receptive to the
added cost.
"I don't like it because I don't
use cable," said Erich Blades.
Concerns have risen as to
whether or not the University has
equipped rooms with yet another distracrion from their school
work.
"No Icable is not distracting!,'said freshman Erin HrrJz. "If I'm
studying, I just won't have it on."

year's prices," he said.
Working
with
the
Environmental Action Group,
Popovich said he wants to make
sure any deal with a beverage
company includes an agreement
that 25 percent of the plastic bottles sold include post-consumer
recyclables.
"I would also like to see a portion of the money |the University
receives] reach the student body

in a tangible way, toward student
organizations and academic
scholarships," he said.
The committee has proposed
spending the $3 to $4 million
hoped to be generated (over a
period of 10 years) by an agreement in four areas: Student
Union renovation, student leadership programs, scholarships
and women's sports.
Dining Services has been

informing its staff that changes in
the beverage suppliers may take
place either this semester or
Spring semester.
"As staff return and in anticipation of a decision being reached,
we've been briefing staff on
changes that might have to be
made," said Ed O'Donnell, dining
services director. "However, we
will continue to serve all beverages until further notification."

University provides cable in dorms
CABLE, FROM PAGE 1

"I find that kind of odd," she
said. "I think the University
should have stuck to the basic
cable and not supply this kind of
TV to students for free."
Zentmeycr did not think this
issue was a big concern when the
channels were selected.
"We feel what students watch
is an individual choice," he said.
"I would not watch that kind of
stuff, but if someone wants to

that is their choice."
Zentmeyer said that if the
University has any problems with
the premium movie channels
they can cancel them.
"We are involved in a very flexible schedule that will allow us to
make changes that we sec necessary," he said. "We have not had
any complaints from parents or
anything like that yet."
Zentmeyer said the Office of
Residence life has tried to keep

students and parents aware of
what is going on.
"Everything surrounding the
cable and premium channels
was discussed at orientation. We
had no complaints from anyone," he said. "We will deal with
tilings as they arise."
Jeremy Hooper, junior English
major, does not think there is a
problem with the University supplying HBO and Cinemax to students.

"We all should be mature
adults and should be able to handle all the programs on the channels," Hooper said. "I do not even
think this should be an issue."
Included in the contract with
Time Warner, the University has
four channels it can program.
"With these channels we are
going to do all sorts of things like
movies, educational programs
and bulletin boards," Zentmeyer
said.
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got tuition?
Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001

SPORT'S 8RR Gi D€U
ggg BfigT FAMOUS QATHEftWQ PLACE!
|TOTAL ENTWT AINMUNT COMPLEX UNDEfl ONE
ROOF1

The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valued at $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.

5 for
Tickets Prices

eacn

5'

^[

To purchase tickets, fill out this form and return to:
KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffle
28 West Hall
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Tickets will be mailed to on-campus address or mailbox upon processing.
Winner will be drawn Friday, October 27,2000. Any questions call (419) 372-8086.

Name:

_J

I have enclosed a check
payable to The KEY

_|

Please bill my bursar
account for the raffle
tickets

BG Address:

Local Phone:.
Number of Tickets Purchasing:

Return Form to: KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffl«, 28 West Hall, Bowling Green, OH 43402
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TUESDAYS
The famous
MONDAYS Crab Races. Win
80's/90's
*2S
Dance Party - No
WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY
Cover -Dollar
Party With Captain "Morgan"Drinks
Only *1.30 & Karaoke (Thursday)
TUESDAYS- High Energy
SUNDAYS - NFL all day
Techno Dance Party
Every game
Featuring 2 Drag Shows
PLUS
WEDNESDAY - Gothic All Major Sports and WWF Industrial Mix by DO BAM.
WCW on 19 TVs & 2 Huge
Bio Screens
TUURSDAY-ndtDAYwar 21QATURiDA Y - We play the
Whgpay
best in top 40. hip - hop Cover?
High energy dance!

4V

Never one
here

Under 21 - IS After 11pm

HAPPY HOUR - EVERYDAY TIL 9P.M.
1 ■%
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THIS IS A
CORRECTION:

CROSSWORD
' •
"

ACROSS
1 Total
6 No) pro
lOWaaMng
14 HoSr*Btr»lrnsley
15 Parakeet su**)
16 Field ol study
17 Geneatocfcal
chart
19 Merjdnal
quarrel,
20 EntrtusMtic
21 Sculptor's tool
23 Recovered from

In the Aug. 30 issue of
Page 3, the name of
Kristalyn Shefveland
inadvertently had a "f'
and a "v" switch places.
Also, the monkeys have
squandered all their
inheritence. We have
therefore decided not to
have them as our mascots anymore.

Scenes from"A Midsummer
(Cedar Point) Nights Dream"
E. SEAN
MEDINA
# Funky Cold
Bowling Green Stale University.
It is great to be back.
No, seriously.
I'm not lying.
See, my summer was worse
than a Brittany Spears video
marathon.
With the mute button pushed.
That's right, this past summer I
worked at Cedar Point Now for
the untrained eye, Cedar Point
may look like a fun, exciting place
where they charge three dollars
for a Pepsi, but for us ride hosts
and hostesses, it's a smelly, crowded, stressful place where they
charge three dollars for a Pepsi.
In the spring they will come to
Bowling Green and try to recruit
new suckers who they call "workers," but let's be honest with ourselves. It's not work, it's slave labor.
If anyone out there in BG land is
itching to go work at Cedar Point,
let me just run down your
prospective summer. Let us start
the scenes of the E. Sean summer
by looking at the moment I
arrived at Cedar Point..
Human
resources
guy:
Welcome to Cedar point. Sign
here to finish your W-2, here to
finish your medical card, and here
to give us your soul.
Me What?

HRG: Nothing now if you look
this way, you will see your accomodatjons for the summer.
Me: Why is there barb-wire
around it?
HRG: Oh, to keep you from
leaving— I mean to keep people
from entering illegally and taking
your stuff.
Me: Why are there guard dogs?
HRG: Oh, never mind that.
Me Do they bite?
(growl)
HRG: No.
Me Nice doogy.
(chomp)'
MeOWWWW!

Let's coninue with the topic of
guests.1 Now, sometimes these
guests have common sense, but
that doesn't happen very often. It
must be the air at Cedar Point that
makes the guests stupid, or
maybe it is the three dollar Pepsi.
Take, for example, a guest on
the water ride "White Water

Landing." When these boats
come back into the platform after
the ride, they gently bump the
boat in front of them. However,
one just cannot stand up, because
it is unsafe and it gives the workers
ulcers.
I was working there one day
when a kid about 16 years old was
coming back to the platform and
was standing up in his seat
Me Sit down! It's unsafe for you
to be standing! The boats are
going to bump!
Guest I've gotta pee, I've gotta
pee!
Me Sit down, sit down!!
Guest I've gotta pee, I've gotta
pee!
Me Sit down, sit down!!
(BUMP)
Guest I just peed
Again, this is just an example.
Not everyone who goes to Cedar
Point has to pee. If they do, they
probably would find a restroom
instead of a water ride to relieve
themselves, but we all have our
special hobbies. The scary part is,
things like that usually happen
every day.
Another "fun" reason to work at
Cedar Point is the movie and
music stars who visit This summer 1 actually saw Rob Lowe,
Stone Cold Steve Austin, Static X.
Macy Gray, Omar Vizquel and
Eddie George. The problem is, the
workers go nuts, including myself,
and scare the stars away.
Take this classic scene from
when I met Rob Lowe

DA* 38
Guest#354: How long's the
wait?
Me (sweaty, tired and ready for
bed after working a 12 1/2 hour
shifty. 15 minutes, can't you read?
Guest#355: How long's the
wait?
Me 15 minutes.
Guest#356: How Jong's the
wait?
Me 15 minutes.

Needless to say the guest wasn't
very happy, but I left Cedar point
with a smile that is still on my face.
So, if you work at Cedar Point, I
commend you, and wish you
luck. However, if you were one of
the 370,066,000 guests this summer that asked me that stupid
question, rest assured I'm still
looking for you with my measuring cane.

I still have the bruises on my
ribs from where Rob Lowe kicked
me. Something to show the
grandkjds.
The final scene today is a scene
showing what can happen to you
if you work at Cedar Point all summer. This scene, which actually
happens at Cedar Point, has
caused many workers to go
insane. Such a scene happens
whenever anyone works on the
Raptor.'

6 Up and about
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"Guest" is a code word for stupid. Kkooc
people who get up at 4 am and drive from
Zimbabwe just to tide a roller coaster that will
be there later in the afternoon
2 A big rollerroaster on which I have messed
myself on numerous occasions.
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PROBLEMS?

10 l li
11 Whrskey-lacad
lava
12 Brawl
13 Coffin covers
18 Fashion designer
St Laurent
22 Swine
23 Beta follower
24 Intense hatred
25 Southern stale
capital
26S-S1aped
mckj.ng
27 Crude
29 Lukewarm
31 Bee product
33 Condors daw
34 Lock of hair
36 Slockples
37 Abets
39 BWenna s
garment
40 Optimistic

About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 31 Down?
Fear not. faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

42
43
44
45
46
46

Scale
Breaming, abbr
Potting surface
Toss
Citrus fmrrs
Bcaufoias or
Bordeaux

51 Gardener s
implement1
52Cnamon
ftestonsorg

53 Sharp urn
54 Snggio'-s catch
55 Wind d"

AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

IS THIS YOU ON
THURSDAY NIGHT?
Fear not, my faithful followers.
Behold!
The weekend is almost
upon us...

WORD OF THE DAY

E
Pronounciation: 'e • ddt
Function: verb
Etymology: back-formation
from editor
Date: 1791
la: to prepare for publication or public presentation:
b: to assemble by cutting
and rearranging; C: to alter,
adapt, or refine especially
to bring about conformity
to a standard or to suit a
particular purpose;
2: to direct the publication
Of;

v*Assoa*MPm*

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

ft*

Mostly
Cloudy

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 86'
Low: 66'

High: 84*
Low: 68'

High:82"
Low: 66*

3: delete;
4: to change the title but

never the message.

LABEL HERE
"When I woke up
this morning my
girlfriend asked me,
Did you sleep good?'
I said 'No, I made a
few mistakes.'"

ANSWERS
Look at these beauties.
Normally, you would find these on
the BG News website.
But for now they're here. Not only
that, but there's a hidden bonus.

STEPHEN WRIGHT
COMEDIAN AND
CIVIL WAR SOLDIER

If you stare at the center long
enough, you'll see the monkey.

I 9:30

I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30
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CBS Evening
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Wheel ot
Fortune!

Jeopardy! X

Big Brother |N) Movie: *tt "Dave "(1993. Comedy) Kevin Klme. Stgourney Weaver. Frank
(In Slereo) X
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Newel

ABC WorM
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Squares:»

Whose Una Is
«Anyway? X

Whoee Una Is
It Anyway? B.

Who Wanta to Ba a Millionaire
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News!

Neva Tonight
NBC Nightly
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Entertainment
Tonight (N) Jl
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Stereo) X
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Friend. [In
Slereo) X

Willl Grace
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Will 4 Grace
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Slereo) X
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Newsl

Tonight Show
(In Slereo) X

Coach Gary
Blackney

Red Green
"Lady in Red

Killer Bees?
(In Slereo) X

:harita Roae The Human
Genome Protect X

Business Rpl

ThleOtd
House I

Major League Baeeoall. Cleveland Indians at Texas Rangers. The Ballpark n Ajtngton. (Lrve)

Ffogqer" X

Stereo) X

Mad About
You T

Frlendeiln

New Yankee
Workshop!

Mystery! "Cadlael" A landowner is against
moving the bones ol a sastl lo the abbey. X

Major League B eseball Delroe Tgers at Balttnore Orioles Oriole Park al Camden Yards (Live)

Late Show (N)
(In Slereo) X
Ntghtllne (N)

Killer Bees?
(In Slereo) X

Friends (In

NewKlour With Jim Lehrer X

Simpsons
' Realty Bites
Simpsons [In
Stereo) X

Just Shoot Me

NewsX

"Fnch on Ice"

Mystery! "Cadlaer A landcner s aganst
moving the bones ol a sanl lo the aoEey.X

SeinreurThe

BBC World
News

News
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"The Lam" X

Sport s-Detroit
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SOW THE
OBSXOXAN

(5-45) Burl Lancatttr X

Three Stooges

COM

Saturday Night Uva

Dally Show
Bob boia. X

DISC
ESPN

Win Ban
Stein's Money

Your Ntw Houn An drier; bridal Wart Dlecovery W*J Jewels ■
legistry
ThowiWrfeolso ulhem Iran
Sportscentor X

UpCloee
Special (N)

Coll. Football

Movie: •••'.. "The Sc*)GoeCaoW»c"(19S«. Comedy) Judy
HotkJay A minor stockholder fights for recognalon in a company.

Movie: ... TheComancheros-(l96l. Western) John Wayne.
Outlaws sal kquor and guns k> a madman's Comanche army.

Movie: ••■: -BootyCa»'(1997. Comedy) Jamie Foil, VivCa A
Fox Two buddies hope to score during an evenOul double dale

Win Ben

On the Inside Casnol"

Stem's Money

Turn Ben Slein Dally Show N) Win Ban
On IN) I
X
[Stein's Money

ISclence Myslerlee "Monsiers ol Into the Unknown "Myster*s ot
the Sea" I
lihelake'

On the Inside "Caslnor
Sportaoentar X

CoUege Football Wyoming al Auburn. (Live) X

HBO

MowY.v, -Trie Haunrra-(1999 Horror) L«m Neeson Research
tuhjacli apanrj a mafcano in a hi *aodhouje.'PG.i3'X

InaWetheNFLPre-Seeson
Footballs past. (N) X

Movie: #e*e 'Praioon' (1966. Drama) Tom Berenger. A solder
embarks on a yearkng lour ot duty m Vietnam (In Slereo) 'R'

G-String Divas nsidetheNFL
(In Stereo) X
Pre-Season Jt

HIST

k Starch Ol
The allerl.le

in Seaich Ol
"Faih Heaang"

2Ml Century "Terror n Ihe Sky
KALOOT/lorierbia"

Who Destroyed Kiev? X

Unsung Heroes ol World Wer
II: Dateline Tarawa

Spy Watt: GflU The Gla.noe
Razveoyvalalnoe Uprevtenkt X

FS0

Baeeoall
Today

LaitWord I\I

Ohio Spont
Tonight

IPrlvete Planes X

Regional
Sports Report

Last Word

Slldon "Prree ol Wails" (In
Slereo] X

Movie: ••'. -PuntptmhtxTV&B. Honor) Lance HenrAsen. A
man nvokes a demon 10 avenge his son's accidental murder. X

Movie: «t Dead rVr^erxr(199S. Science Ftfon) Stephen
Baktwiv Soldiers stlk a lemale alien in an evacuated city I

Crossing Over

Twilight Zone
(In Stereo) X

TIC

Homt Again

How'd They Oo That?

Greet Quakes: San Francisco-

Bullet Catchers Bodyguards risk their own lives to protect then
employers

Greal Ouakee: "San Francisco"

TNT

Tour ol Outy "Onlocalions" X

ER "One More lor the Road" (In
Stereo) X

Moves: ^i|r«6larjf-(2000. Science Fiction) Yency Butler. An

USA

Walker, Ttiai Hangar
■Flashback" X

Strip Poker (lr,
Stereo)

VH1

»|1 Uva (N) (In Slereo)

Movie: et« "The Beach Boyi. An *nencan Pamiry" (2OO0| Kevin (Movie: tee "Tlx Belch Beys An American Famiry (2000} Kevin
Dunn. The atory of Ihe band thai dehned CaWorma suit music
jDunn The story ol the band thai defined Calaomta sun muse

SCIFI

Home Again

National
Sporle Report

Major League Baseball Cncnnali Reds al Atlanta Braves. Turner Field (Live)

ancient weapon aids a delectnre's baffle aganst evil. (In Slereo) X

-/ Make your voice heard
• Diversity means you

IN) I

Basketball Canada vs. United Slates. From Honolulu (In Slereo

Lw)X

U S Open Ttnr ■ Men's and Woman's Second Rounds. Flushing Meadows. NY. (Live)

Obsidian OPEN House
Tuesday, Sept. 5
203 West Hall

FREE PIZZA & POP

Strlp Poker (In Walker, Teias
Slereo)
| Ranger X
Behind the Music "Peter
Frampton" (In Slereo)
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OHIO WEATHER

287 (my last day)
Guest #370,065,988: How
long's the wait?
Me (messed up hair, clenched
teeth and wielding my measuring
cane like a baseball bat): 15 minutes.
Guest#370,065,999: How long's
the wait?
Me 15 minutes.
Guest#370,066,000:1 low long's
the wait?
Me HIIIII-YA!! (beating guest
with measuring cane)

Rob: uhh....thanks
Me No, I mean, you're my
favorite actor!
Rob: uhh...thanks
Me Can you do that line, "Fire
the laser?"
Rob: ummm....no.
Me Please?
Rob: Security!!!

** *'
"

4 Cycle or verse
starter?
5 kje charter

■

.'.-

30 Distance runner
31 Ge*s«wndof
32 Hal-of-Famar
Mat
3 S Army mascot
36 Sland of trees
37 To a greal
(fstanca
36 Doctors'org
39 BraMonand
Morrison
40 Dcwrjhboy's
weapon
41 Dragged lorcroiy
43 Cowboy contests
44 Shockingly
IrightfuJ
46 Reduces
47 Savefromaprckie
48 Sosomonic
49 Pattaie
50 Arboreal ace
SSTied
57 Vocal inflection
58 Strives
59 Requirement
60 Notices
61 Two under par

2 Narcs
3 DiMagge a the
r
R«dSo»

*.

H

«>

DOWN
1 TV alien ol the
1980s

DAY I

Guestfl (with large board in
from of him telling him how long
the wait is): How long's the wait?
Me (smiling): Well, if you would
take a look at this board here, you
can see that the wait is approximately 15 minutes.
GuesWi How long's the wait?
Me Didn't you just hear me tell
him?
Guest#2: Yes, but it might've
changed
Me 15 minutes.

DAY

Me Wow! You're Rob Lowe

'■

27 Garments
28 Mai ms
29 Caaamnous

To get the added affect, find a
friend (or if you have no friends
call the Page 3 Dictator. He has no
friends) and act this out. You may
even use this for your theatre class
presentation. You have my permission.

i

'

■
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HE SAID ...SHE SAID

OPINION

7 think it is about time. Other universities
have free cable so we should too. I am really
glad they decided to do this."
ERIN LAYMAN, STUDENT ON WfY ALL RESIDENT HALL ROOMS SHOULD HAVE
FREE CABLE

EDITORIAL

Universal cable benefits students
As new and old students filled
in the dorms over the weekend,
they were greeted by one of the
University's newest additions,
free cable.
According to the University,
the idea of installing cable into
every room is to save students
money and to make the dorms
more appealing. This does not
work for all students.
While most students may benefit from having cable installed
into their room, there are those
who do not have a television.
These students will still have to
pay the cost, which has been

incorporated into the tuition, at
$8.50 per month.
While this may not sound like
a lot. it adds up to over $70 for
the school year, which will be
thrown away on basically nothing for these students. This
money could be put toward
something else, like airconditioning in those buildings without it.
Having cable in the rooms may
not be beneficial to those students who would be distracted
by it.
Besides the basic 55 channels,
the plan includes two premium

YOU DECIDE
Should the University have
put cable in every residence
hall room? Let us know what
you think by e-mail at
bgncws@listproc bgsu edu.

channels, HBO and Cinemax.
With all these options, some students may be swayed to flip
through the channels rather than
concentrate on school work.
However, there are plenty of
upsides to having cable installed
in each of the rooms and those

Encourage voting with terror
(U-WIRE) AMES. Iowa - Today.
I am willing to make a prediction.
I will stake my journalistic reputation on this pick. Are you
ready? Dmm roll, please. The
winner is - not me.
In 2000, the leading vote getter
among registered voters will be a
blank ballot, representing the
registered voter who didn't actually vote. This will be a landslide
victory since a blank ballot
should earn more than 500 electoral votes and be the first candidate to win every state.
So, we have a winner. To what
can we attribute this smashing
political success? Much like
Carter. Reagan, Bush and
Clinton, the blank ballot won
courtesy of feeble and uninteresting opponents: the replicant
called Al Gore and the governor
formerly known as Dubya.
Voter apathy is growing.
According to the Federal Election
Commission, the percentage of
registered voters who took the 10
minutes to vote in 1996 was 49.08
percent. Less than half of the registered voters of the United States
turned out.
That's bad, but it only gets
worse when the FEC informs you
that only 74.4 percent of the eligible voting-age population was
registered. With a little calculation, it becomes clear. 37.05 percent of the U.S. voting-age population voted, and it rums out
President Clinton was re-elected
because roughly 18 percent of
the American population voted

for him.

Wow. There are Gallup polls
that seem to encompass that
many people.
Unless the FEC does something to drastically change the
election process, Not Me will be
elected president. Once again, I
have the solution, if they care to
listen.
Americans won't vote unless
they feel there is some urgent
need to do so. So why not count
those non-voters' non-votes?
Run a candidate for the nonvoter party. Count every nonvote as two votes for the nonvoter party, and take a vote from
the non-voter party for every vote
cast. Unless the candidate Is
awful, it wouldn't work. That
non-voter candidate needs to be
someone so abhorrent that
Americans will universally get
out of their chairs to vote against
that person specifically.
Who should that person be?
KathieLeeGifford.
She recently left her show and
husband Frank is too old to produce more spawn, so she needs
something to fill her time. Rather
than allow her to record more
CDs. force her into the presidential limelight.
The fear of a Giffordian presidency would do this nation good.
Americans would become rabidly interested in the political arena
and find themselves working
together to find a candidate, just
to avoid Kathie Lee.
Just in case there are still a few
apathetic voters in this country,
Gifford needs a running mate.

Martha Stewart.
Though I would appreciate a
foreign policy based on the
export of lace doilies and hand
towels, the idea of America's official motto being changed to "It's
a good thing," should instill fear
in the electorate.
Consider the impact. Male voters will turn out in droves, either
on pure chauvinism or the common sense notion that living in a
Gifford/Stewart era would be
hell. Admittedly,
Gore/Lieberman. Bush/Cheney
and Nader/LaDuke are all relatively unpleasant ideas for one
reason or another, but comparably, our nation has the easiest
choice of all time.
Our solution is obvious, nonvoters of America. Start voting or
we start punishing you for allowing 18 percent of the country to
decide who takes $200,000 off
your tax dollars. Speak up even if
it's just to keep the national
anthem from being changed to
"If You Could See Me Now."
When it comes down to it.
issues are less and less important. Lieberman's Judaism.
Bush's alcoholism, they're minor
issues. The major issue in this
election will be sanity.
If they do somehow win this
election, I can tell you who to
blame: our old friend Not Me.

with out a television may be
encouraged to invest in one.
For those students with televisions, who were intending to get
cable anyway, the $8.50 a month
that the University is charging is
a far cry from the $28.71 a month
they would otherwise be
charged.
The free cable also makes the
dorms more appealing to these
students, as well. And this seems
to be the administrations arguement in favor of getting the cable.
However, we believe tliat the
administration should not be

Should the University
have put cable in
every room, and why?

JESSICA JOHNSON
FRESHMAN
POLITICAL SCIENCE

"Yes, because BGSU
students work hard
and deserve a little
extra."

JARYAH BOBO
FRESHMAN
TECHNICAL WRITING

"Yeah. I think people
wanted it anyway."

NATHAN TOOPS
JUNIOR
PRE-SOCIAL WORK

"I think so. I think the
cable should be there
already."

If YOU HI NOT QUm UISSID INOUGH
HUS, KltF IN MMD THAT 0 YOU* IXTO U A SKIUID ATHUTl YOUHStlf. THIM, ISTtNCl Ml ANT ANYTMNO AT AU. THEN
rra row txmen DUTY TO CHH« ON
YOU TOO WOULD H OOOO AT PlAYWtO A
TMSt WIU-BMID (NWV/DUA1S

VERNONBYERS
JUNIOR
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

7 think we should
have cable in the
rooms. It gives us
more to do."

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews®llstproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com

JEFF HINDENACH, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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the rooms full anyhow.
While there may be flaws to
the University's idea of installing
free cable, it is over all a studentfriendly plan.
The University rut the nail on
the head with saving students
money.
The majority of students do
have televisions and will be quite
pleased to have more than $20 a
month to put toward "more
important" things.
Those without televisions can
always go down the hall and visit
someone who has one.

Weigh options
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

77m Yearns writes for the Iowa
Slate Daily at Iowa State
University.

OTVEN nam INHERENT SUMMOMTY. IT
U lAVtMATTVI THAT THIY AMt WANTED
nil ROOM AND IOAMD. mil TUITION,
mil BOOKS, AND THAT AU Of THEM
UN Dl SHI ABU BIHAVIOR IS COMfUTUY

worried about attracting more
students to the dorms.
Once a student has chosen to
attend the University, they are
supposed to live on campus their
first two years, free cable or no
free cable.
So then why use this to make
the dorms more appealing? To
encourage more juniors and
seniors to live on campus rather
than off? The dorms are overcrowded as it is.
The University need not worry
about making the dorms more
appealing because they will have

to evolution

m

AT ISSUE Does science support evolution?
All through life we are given
answers to our questions,
thoughts to our turmoil and a
path set out for our journey. Most
of us are given a religion to blind ly follow from birth through a
series of rituals and lessons.
Baptism. Communion and
Confirmation all lead to a false
sense of security in a Christian
net of archaic beliefs and ancient
scriptures. That is, until we start
to look critically at the answers
that are so boldly put forth to
denounce such a faith.
Carl Sagan, an evolutionist,
said. "Not all scientific statements
have equal weight." Thus stated,
it would seem appropriate to fol low the scientific method and
challenge the so-called facts of
human evolution, to test the
hypothesis.
A few key examples are the
popular pillars of "discovery."
Nebraska Man and Piltdown
Man. Of course, these are also
farces of the scientific world. In
1912, a tooth and a jaw were
found that were believed to be
the missing link. Paintings were
commissioned to depict the
lifestyle of the ancestor. They
turned out to be part of an extinct
pig. In 1922 in England, the top
part of a skull and an apelike jaw
were then hailed as the proof of
this lost dynasty. Once again,
elaborate drawings and stories
created a life to back up state
ments the scientists based upon
the finding. It would soon be discovered that the skull had been
stained to look old and the jaw
belonged to an orangutan.
With the revelations of modern
technology, high school classrooms and televisions are able to
put forth this knowledge with
breath taking special effects and
visual imagery. They are able to
see what "Lucy" or "Neanderthal
Man" would have looked like.
They are in fact able to see that
Lucy looks like a hairy modem
woman. Tall, stoic and animalUke, her similarities to women are
quite striking and shocking considering her skeleton is only three
feet tall.
Looking directly at the way science works, one has to question
why such blunders could be
allowed. It seems logical that science is jumping ahead of itself.
By setting out only to prove that
creation is wrong, scientists are
not allowing room for challenges
No matter what, they are bound

KRISTALYN
SHEFVELAND
Columnist

and determined to prove their
hypothesis that man descended
from apes to be true, even if they
have to bend their own truths.
These biased studies boil down
to equally unjust beliefs that
threaten the very fabric of a scientific and truthful society. It is
these very studies that allowed so
many people to believe that
minority peoples were stupid
because of their "sloped" foreheads. They knew of this fact
from a scientist who painted a
picture and told the world that
Africans are the dumbest, Asians
are not quite as dumb, and
Whites are, of course, the
smartest. These statements are
also the reason behind genocide,
because they lead to scientific
studies looking for not the similarities but the differences
between the races. On that token,
it is also completely just and
moral to abort a handicapped
fetus because it is not a prime
example of human evolution, it is
not yet a human being.
By dissecting the so-called facts
and opinions people can form
their own beliefs. However difficult it might be to crawl through
the muck of history and scientific
belief, it isjust as hard to stand
behind something that cannot be
seen but cannot be disproved. As
of yet. there is no hard evidence
pointing away from God. There
are claims that he is an absentee
landlord and that he does not
care. However. Romans 1:18-23
states, "The wrath of God is being
revealed from heaven against all
men who suppress the truth by
their wickedness... Although they
claim to be wise, they became
fools and exchanged the glory of
the immortal God for images
made to look like mortal man..."
God gave man a clear mind,
free will, and a conscience to do
what he wants. No one is forced
to follow the path of the righteous, but to tell lies to luxe those
who will not seek their answers
on their own is truly the work of a
decrepit society of liars.
Kristalyn Shevfeland can be
reached at shefkri@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Remember to send your Letters to the Editor! They
can be sent to arnettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

BETH SHOEMAKER, NEWS EDITOR

J. MICHAEL BESTUL, PAGE 3. EDITOR

STEFANIE SIZEM0RE, MANAGING EDITOR

JEFF ARNETT, OPINION EDITOR

CRAIG GIFFORD, CAMPUS EDITOR

SARA GRIGSBY, PHOTO EDITOR

KIMBERLYDUPPS, CITY EDITOR

KATIE 0'CONNELL, WIRE EDITOR

MARY BETH MURTHA, ASST. MANAGING ED

MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE, GRAPHICS EDITOR

PETE STELLA, SPORTS EDITOR

KEVIN V0RHEES, LAYOUT EDITOR

ERIK PEPPLE, NOW EDITOR

MARY BETH WILF0NG, COPY CHIEF
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Restocking program helps oil spill recovery
Four years after a barge spilled its load of oil into Block
Island Sound and killed off marine life, the government
is restocking the waters with 1.25 million female lobsters. The new lobsters are expected to yield 9 million
offspring the number believed to have been killed in
the accident

NATION

Walnut strike continues

'WW, bgnews, coi

By DON THOMPSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

STOCKTON, Calif. — When
more than 600 workers at the
world's largest walnut processing
plant walked off the job in a fit of
Labor Day euphoria they were
certain they were days from victoryAfter all, Diamond Walnut
Growers Inc. produces half the
walnuts grown commercially in
the United States and the fall harvest was about to begin: Growers
needed 200 million pounds of
walnuts processed and packaged
for shipment around the world.
Since then, though, nine walnut harvests have come and gone,
a 10th is about to begin, and
Teamsters Local 601 is still on
strike — even as profits at
Diamond Walnut soar.
"It hasn't been easy. We had to
look for different ways to keep
people motivated," said Lucio
Reyes, 49, secretary-treasurer of
Teamsters Local 601. "We've had
many people pass away since the
strike started. Some people are
sick and they'll never work again."
Union members see new reason for hope, thanks to a recent
National Labor Relations Board
ruling that a judge should hold
hearings this fall into whether
Diamond engaged in unfair labor
practices by refusing to rehire
striking workers for equivalent or
non-seasonal work.
If the judge rules in the strikers'
favor, they predict it will bring mil-
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Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar/
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Associated Press Photo

The BG News
has positions
available for

cooperative with processing
plants in California Illinois and
Alabama
Union members took a 30 percent pay cut in 1985, when times
were tough. When the 1991 contract came up. Diamond offered a

dime-an-hour raise coupled with
a bonus program.
Union officials were so offended they didn't even put the offer to
a vote, and ordered the walkout
The cooperative responded by
replacing the striking workers.
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COPY EDITORS

Mon - Fn , 7:30 am - 7 pm
Sat. 6 Sun., 10 am - 7 pm

Towers Restaurant (opens Sept 6)

Mon - Fri.. 11:30 am -130 pm
4 5 pm - 7 pm
Mon. - Fri., 8 am - midnight
Sat. & Sun., noon - midnight

ST Deli (McDonald)

Sun - Thur . 2 pm - 11 am ttL

Founders Keepers Food Court

Mon - Fri.. 7:30 am - 7 pm
Sat. & Sun. 10 am - 7 pm

Founders Keepers Snack Bar/
Coffee Shop
Galley (Harshman)

E-mail a reporter today!

BGSU mugs are available "FREE'
to NEW Freshman
who have one of the following
meal plans:

Refill your mug
with your favorite beverage and
receive a 20 cent disccunt.
w Jtr jtr w or ^anniiiK
The shuttle buses
provide service to the
following areas:

•Excludes specialty beverages.

REDUCE REUSE RECYCLE tm£

Main Route
(M-F) 7a.m. - 7p.m.
(M-F) 7:30a.m. - 7p.m.
2 busses - every 7 min.

nnuniimiiniiiiiiu
3
WELCOME BACK

1 Visitor Information Center
2 Harshman Quadrangle
3 Fine Arts Center
4 Library & East Hall
5 Centrex Building
6 Founders Hall
7 Ridge & North College
8 Life Science
9 Merry & Willard
10 Willard & Ridge
11 Kriescher&Rec Center
12 Alumni Center

STUDENTS X FACUL TV
we AM
BOWLING GMEN'S
onir FULL nil

Off Campus Route

PHOTO SPECIALTY STOKE

(M-Th) 7:30a.m.- 10:00p.m.
(F 7:30a.m. - 5:00p.m5
1 bus - 15 min.

Let us Steer You in the Right Direction!
CALL 372-RIDE (7433)
The shuttle bus operates:
Two Busses Main Route '.'a.m. - 7p.m. (M-F)
7 Mlns. Betu/een Busses 7:30a.m. - 7:00p.m. (M-F)
one Bus Off Campus 7:30a.m. - 10:00p.m. (M-TH)
7:30a.m. - 5:00p.m. (Friday)
Call van 3a.m. - 4p.m. (M-F)
7p.m.

- 3a.m. (M-F)
_
,. .
.
4p.m. - 3a.m. (1 bus)
7p.m. - 11 p.m. (1 bus)
The Shuttle Sen/Ice operates during the acedemlc year, except holidays,
semester breaks and spring break. The shuttle is not available during
summer sessions except for charter.
call for Charter Anutime....372-B236

2000-2001 BGSU Shuttle Service the easy alternative

t

FREE BGSU MUGS!

Individuals who do not have a meal plan
but, wish to purchase a mug
may do so for $1.99
at any dining facility.

BOSU Shuttle Stop*

Night Route
Sunday Night Route

Mon. - Thur., 7 am - midnight
Fri., 7 am - 2 pm
Sun., 7 pm - midnight
Mon. - Thur., 7:30 pm - 2 pm
& 4:30 pm - midnight
Fri., 7:30- 2 pm
Sun., 7 pm - midnight

COMPLIMENTS OF DINING SERVICES

call 372-6966
and ask for an editor

{■

McDonald Dining Center

MIX'IMl \1, ( OMI-'ORI, SUPER, & SUPER PLUS

■P

TTT;

Sun. - Thur. 7 pm - 3 am
Fri. A Sat.. 4 pm -1 am
Mon. - Fri., 5 pm - 8:30 pm

WALNUTS: Teamsters International President James P. Hoffa, left, autographs the shirt of former
Diamond Walnut employee John Gonzalez, right, outside the company's Stockton, Calif., plant.
lions of dollars in penalties and
back pay. Most of the strikers have
since found jobs elsewhere.
At issue, the union says, is winning fair compensation for their
help restoring the financial health
of Diamond, a grower-owned

Mon. - Fri., 7:30am - 7 pm
Sat. 4 Sun., 10 am - 7 pm

Silver River Cafe (opens Sept. 6)

GT Express (McDonald) 4
Chir/s Express (Commons)

■d

2000

Mon. - Fn.,7:30 am- 7 pm

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

r^EF*'

1'■

Ak

1
2
3
4
.
6
7
8

wt ftAJiin i
•/ HOUK TILM PROCESSING
■ CAUIHAS ■ Lixsis • HLM

Centrex Bldg.
TV. Station on Troup St.
High St. & Second St.
High St. & Fifth St.
High St. & Eighth St.
Campbell HilfApts.
Clough St. & Campbell
Clough St. & Mercer St.

•8ATTSKKS

•0AKKP.00M SUPPLIES S PAPEHS
• PLUS SO MUCH MOM

Night & Sunday Route
Runs 7p.m. - 3a.m. (M-F)
1 bus - 16 min.
Sun 4pm -3am/7pm -11pm
1 bus-lSminVl bus-IS

PKOMASTEK

1 Visitor Information Center
2 Harshman Quadrangle
3 Fine Arts Center
4 Library & East Hall
5 Centrex Building
6 Founders Hall
7 Ridge & North College
8 Life Science
9 Fieldhouse
10 Merry & Willard
11 Willard & Ridge
12 Kriescher & Rec Center
13 Alumni Center

ATTENTION

2000PK KIT

PHOTO CLASS STUDENTS

$239.99

We offer m complete Hue o/phou ctoa
utppm* m iprrltl Hmu Ota uitrnt
We oho have mew d msta" camerui at
MM at offer a Horrmt ttuauml on atf
film, tartroom paper A carmtori!

Have a safe and productive year!

BUCKLE UP

b
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Japan dairy company barred
Japan's biggest dairy company sickened nearly 15,000
people with contaminated milk, and it had routinely
—though secretly—recycled old milk to make other
products. But what has followed is enough to ruin anyone's appetite: dead lizards in potato chips, worms in
pastries, flies in canned juice.
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Clinton delivers
package to Columbia
By ROBERT BURNS

CARTAGENA. Colombia — In
a country beset by decades of
violence. President Clinton delivered a $1.3 billion U.S. package
Wednesday which he said would
help Colombia defeat its drug
traffickers without getting the
United States into a Vietnam-like
quagmire.
"We will not get into a shooting
war," with Colombian guerrillas,
he said, standing alongside
Colombian President Andres
Pastrana, both in short sleeves in
the sweltering heat of this
Caribbean port city.
Pastrana
stressed
that
Colombia has no intention of
drawing the United States into its
military conflict.

Neo-Nazi killers convicted
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

CLINTON: Chelsea Clinton, left, listens to Madeleine Albright as
she points out the grounds of Casa de Huespedes.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

WORLD

"As long as Andres Pastrana is
president, we will not have a foreign military intervention in
Colombia," he said.
There were reminders, during
Clinton's half-day visit to
Cartagena, of the fear and violence that bleeds this Andean
nation. Police said they discovered and deactivated a 4.4pound bomb found five blocks
from a neighborhood Clinton
planned to tour.
Officials said the bomb was
intended to spread rebel pamphlets and would have been
unlikely to cause harm. A U.S.
Secret Service official, Terry
Samway, insisted that only materials for explosives were found,
not a bomb.

HALLE, Germany — A
German court convicted three
neo-Nazis of beating an African
immigrant to death and handed
down tough prison sentences
Wednesday in an attempt to signal that a "long chain of attacks"
on foreigners here must stop.
The state court sentenced
Enrico Hilprecht, 24, to the maximum of life in prison. His two 16year-old
co-defendants,
Christian Richter and Frank
Miethbauer, were tfach given sentences of nine years — one year
less than the maximum allowed
for juveniles.
German Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder called the decision "a
suitable verdict for a heinous
crime."
The case offered a glimpse into
Germany's violent skinhead
scene: Fueled by beer and illegal
racist rock music, it directs rage at
foreigners and often revolves
around the decaying communist-era housing developments
that dot the country's east
It was in a park in the eastern
city of Dessau that the three men
brutally beat and kicked 39-yearold Alberto Adriano in the head
on lune 11. Adriano died three
days later, leaving behind a wife
and three children.
Reading
the
verdict
Wednesday, ludge Albrecht
Hennig said the court concluded
that the three defendants killed
Adriano solely because of his skin
color. He said none of the three
cared whether Adriano would

Associated Press Pholo

PROSECUTOR: The federal prosecutor Joachim Lampe, second from left, informs journalists after
defense arguments on the last negotiation day of the trial in the highter regional court in the eastern
German town of Halle.
tences were read. Richter, who memorial marking the spot
survive the beating
"It was the latest in the long had grinned at one point during where the Mozambican man was
chain of attacks to which we the reading of the indictment last attacked.
The previously unscheduled
week, briefly blinked away tears.
must put an end," Hennig said.
"Animals show mercy to oppo- Defense lawyers said they were stop on Schroeder's two-week
tour of eastern Germany is an
nents lying on the ground, but considering whether to appeal.
Schroeder,
conceding attempt to demonstrate a
rightist extremists apparently do
not," he said. "They are pitiless, Germans hadn't paid enough renewed government commitattention to the growing problem ment to fighting resurgent neowithout mercy."
The defendants looked stone- of right-wing violence, planned a Nazi attacks that have left at least
faced as the verdict and sen- visit Thursday to a makeshift three dead this year.

Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers
Help Wanted!!
BGSU Students Wanted to fill positions
immediately at University Dining Services!!
Need some quick cash for the weekend? Why
not consider a job in University Dining Services?
Starting wage is $6.20 per hour, with the potential
to earn over $2000 in your FIRST semester!
Make a work schedule that revolves around
your class schedule. University Dining Services
also welcomes students interested in a Federal
Work Study Program.

Call or stop into any Dining
Center for an application.
Commons
372 2563
Founders
372-2781
McDonald
372-2771
The Galley
372-2776
Kreischer
372-2825
Equal Opportunity Employer/Affirmative Action
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Opan Frl. • Mon., Sept 1-4

Krelachar Sundial

Opan FrL - Mon.. Sept 1-4

10 am - 7 pin

Common! Dining Center

CloMt 2 pm FrL, Sept 1

Reopena Mon.
Cap*. 4 at 4:S0 pm

McDonald Dlninq Canter

Clotas 2 ptr. FrL. Sept 1

Reopena Hon.
Sept 4 at 4:30 pm

10 am - 7 pm

We are currently looking for permanent part-time employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day.

We Offer:

Snack Bars, Conveinsct Stores, 8r Restaurants
OT Expreee (McDonald)

Kretaeher Shadow*
Snack Bar/Pieaa Shop

Opan FrL, Saj*. 1
Opan Cat. - Sun..
Sun Sept 2-3
Open Mon. Sept. 4

8 am - midnight
noon - midnight
8 am - midnight

Opan FrL. - Sun.. Sept. 1-3
Open Mon., Sept. 4

7 pm -1 am
7pm - 3 am

Chilu/e Expreti (Commone) Cloaae at 2 pm FrL. Sept I

Reopena Mon.
Sept. 4 at 4 pm

Galley (Harahman)

Cloaaa 2 pm FrL. Sept. 1

Peopena Tuei.
Sept. S at 7:30am

0T Dell (McDonald)

cloaaa Friday, Sept I

Reopena Mon.
Sept 4 at 4:30pm

Founden Keepers
Snack Bar/Coffee Shop

cloaaa FrL at a pm

Reopena Mon
Capt 4 at 7 pm

United Parcel Service

United Parcel Sen/ice is a global. Fortune 500 company that is considered in the
industry the leader in package distribution.

Food Courts 8r Dining Centers
Foundere Keeperi

*

Excellent entry level pay of $8.50/59.50 per hour
3 1/2 to 5 hours per day
Weekly paycheck
53,000 per year in Education Assistance

•
•
•
•

www.upsjobs.com ups

Full-time benefits for part-time work
Advancement opportunities
Holidays and weekends off
ConSern Student Loan Payback Procjicv.

(419) 891-6820
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Birdwatching as Extreme Sport.
BBSU vs. PITT PANTHERS
SATURDAY, SEPT.

9

NOON, DDYT PERRY STADIUM

ni BIG EAST GAME OF THE WEEK
SHDW YOUR SCHOOL SPIRIT
WEAR ORANGE!
BGSU FDDTBALL T-5HIWT TO THF
FIRST 2,5DD STUDENTS

•

STUDENTS-ONLY UNIVERSITY VLLLAQE,
A PRE-QAME TENT SPONSORED SY USD.
JOIN THE PRE-OAME FUN, WITH MUNCHIEB
AND LIVE MUSIC FROM THE HOMEWRECKERB.

*

ONE STUDENT WILL WIN

$300 IN THE

PEPSI CHALLENOE!

•

VISIT THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME
TRAVELING DISPLAY

*

CATCH THE SHUTTLE FOLLOWING THE OAME
TO DOWNTOWN BG FOR THE BLACK IWAMP
ARTS FESTIVAL

BGSU

•

FACULTY AND STAFF SEASON TICKETS STILL
AVAILABLE FOR JUST

*

$4D

CHECK OUT YOUR TEAM AT

BGSUFALCaNB.coM

ALL UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE
ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID ID
r

t

NATIONAL REPLAY
NFL: Can a new stadium and a new quaterback save the Bengals?

MLB
Braves: 5 - Reds: 2
Glavlne picks up his 18th win.

White Sox: 8 - As: 3

THURSDAY

Thomas goes 2-4 with a walk.

August 31,
2000

Orioles: 5 - Tigers: 1
Tigers only muster two hits.

B0WIING GREEN STAIE UNIVERSITY

Cards: 4 - Marlins: 2
Clark hits his 17th homer.

Blues will challenge secondary
RYAN
FOWLER
StaffWriter

Only one
"Tiger" can
match Mike's
heroics
The date of Jan. 13,1999 sticks
in the mind of most sports connoisseurs. It was the day that
Michael Jordan said goodbye to
his fans and basketball.
This announcement left many
little kids and some lonely adults
without a hero to model themselves after. Needless to say, right
after Jordan said adios to basketball, the world began the search
for the next athlete that would
dominate his sport. 1 have found
this person, but unlike Michael
Jordan he uses a driver to do the
talking.
Tiger Woods, whether you like
him or not. is the next Michael
Jordan. His talent in golf is superior to anyone else on the tour.
Woods has the same hunger and
deler mi nation to win in golf as
Jordan did in basketball. Woods,
like Jordan, plays for the love of
the game as you can tell with his
fist pumping and constant refining of his game.
Already Woods has put together a statistical portfolio that
would make golfing legends like
Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer
jealous. Here are just a few of his
recent accomplishments:
•Has won four of the last five
majors and three this year
•Won the PGA Championship
making him the youngest player
to win all four majors at the age
of 24
•Just won the NEC Invitational
with a Firestone Country Club
record-21
All the talk of how great Woods
was and how good he was going
to be came true this year, and
still fans of the sport are in awe
of his abilities. When the
Cavaliers would win a game
against Jordan and the Bulb In
the playoffs, the story the next
day was not "CAVS WIN", but
instead. "JORDAN STRUGGLES."
The same holds true for Mr.
Woods A few nights ago Sergio
Garcia became the first man to
put an end to Woods hot streak.
The "Battle at Bighorn" placed
Woods against Sergio in an exhibition match play round of golf.
Sergio beat Woods in the end.
but guess what the headlines
were the next day? "Tiger loses
in night golf" and USA Todays
"Sergio finds Tigers' weakness,
night golf." Somehow Woods, no
matter what the outcome, finds
himself in the headlines. For
God sakes- he was the cover
story of Time magazine the same
week the Republican convention
was being held. This Is dominance.
Jordan retired at the prime of
his career. 36. Woods Is 24 and
not even at the prime of his
career, yet shoots mind boggling
scores. In addition to that, golfers
play well on Into their 40s before
moving on. That means that
Woods still has more than 20
years to play on the PGA tour. I
will pray for the rest of the players on tour.
Woods is already eating his
WheaUes. he's "Doing It" for Nike
and who knows, possibly talking
to cartoon characters in commercials? I think Michael would
agree his torch has been passed
onto an outstanding athlete and
great role model. I cannot wait
for what Woods has In store for
his fans down the road. Look out
on the golf course, there is a
Tiger on the prowl.
Ryan Fowler is a sports writer
for The BG News.
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By DAN NO
A5SISIAMI SP0RIS EDITOR

Good News: Well. Michigan
quarterback Drew Henson is out
and his replacement has never
played a down In college.
Bad News: UM receivers David
Terrell and Marquis Walker are
not out. and they are as good as
any combo in the nation.
Bad News: The Falcons secondary has been the soft spot on
the team for the past two seasons. People in the program
claim improvement, but the

revamped secondary will be put
to the ultimate test immediately
against the Wolverines.
"Terrell and Walker are two of
the best receivers in the country."
said BG head coach Gary
Blackney. "One of the keys in this
game is not to give up the big
plays."
But. if the Falcon secondary
plays the way they have the last
two seasons, it will not be a question of giving up big plays, it will
be a question of how many
Michigan can rattle off.
However, that is far from a sure

thing. The team's leading tackier.
Chad Long, returns to his strong
safety spot to lead the containment effort.
The man that could give the
secondary fits all day is freshman
quarterback John Navarre. At 6-6
228. Navarre should be big
enough to see the field and find
the open man. And, whether he
has played a college down or not,
he Is a Michigan quarterback.
That is saying something.
But the Falcons think they
might be ready for the challenge.
"The secondary has improved

tremendously." said BG middle
linebacker Chris Delia Vella. "We
actually have some depth there,
we have a lot of guys who are just
making plays rather than just sit ting back on their heels, there's
been a lot more aggressive play
from the secondary."
Blackney sees improvement,
he has not been candid about
that, but he has been hesitant to
throw his full support behind the
back four.
"I still have some concerns in
the secondary, but it is better
than what it has been," Blackney

said. "I think we are playing
much better against the run and
pass, we haven't given up a lot of
big plays, and I think some of that
has to do with the style of our
scheme. We have our players in
an attacking type of scheme and
I think we are able to get more
pressure on the quarterback. It
should help our overall pass
defense."
Good News? Bad News?
We will see the final edition
Saturday.
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Spiking season begins

SPORTS
BRIEFING
Orr fills soccer position

File Photo

HANG: Junior Amber Vbrst attempts to slam down the ball in the MAC quarter-final match against Miami last season.

Volleyball aimed for Indiana
"Finally we get to

DOROTHY WR0NA
STAFF WHITER

A new season is sure to bring
new challenges for BGSU's spikers.
The Falcon volleyball team
will have some tough competition this weekend. BGSU opens
the season at the University of
Indiana
tournament
in
Bkxxnington.
The Falcons' first challenge
will be the Loyola-Chicago
Ramblers. The Ramblers won
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Championship.
Their lineup features strong
hitters in Sarah Poglits and Kelly
Price. Setter Renee Nash is
another standout player.
Saturday afternoon the
Falcons will battle the Indiana
Hoosiers The Big Ten school
fields a young team with seven
freshmen. Hitter Andrea Welter

play some
competition. We've
been practicing for
a long time. We're
excited and ready
to play." ■
KRISTA DWIS, SENIOR CAPTAIN
looks to be a threat on offense.
That evening BGSU faces
defending Conference USA
champion Cincinnati. Like
Indiana, the Bearcats' team is
young. Standouts Include middle blockers Stephanie Meinig
and Bonita Wise.
Beginning the season against
these teams will be a challenge
for BGSU. Head coach Denlse
Van De Walle knows this and

thinks that it will improve and
prepare the Falcons and for the
upcoming MAC season.
"The whole idea of a preconference tournament is to play a
wide variety of different teams
at different strengths so we can
see where we fall short," Van De
Walle said.
The focus of these early season tournaments will be
improving BGSU's skills and setting the starting lineup for the
MAC season.
Senior tri-captain Krista
Davis thinks the Falcons are
ready for their first challenge of
the season.
"Finally we get to play some
competition." Davissaid. "We've
been practicing for a long time.
We're excited and ready to play."
Junior tri-captain Natalie
Becker expects to see how well
the team plays together. Friday's

match against Loyola will be the
first collegiate match for BG's
five freshmen.
"It'll be good to see how we
play together because we'll have
Susie (Norris) on the court and
some of the other freshmen,"
Becker said.
JoAnna Papageorgiou. senior
tri-captain. agrees that beginning the season with a tournament against these teams will
benefit the Falcons She thinks
that it will build team spirit.
"I think It'll get us fired up."
she said.
BGSU will open the tournament Friday with a 6 pm. match
against Loyola-Illinois. Saturday
at 1 p.m. they will take on the
Indiana Hoosiers. They will
close the weekend with a 6 p.m.
match against Cincinnati.

Bowling Green State University
has hired Ashlee Orr as its new
assistant women's soccer coach,
BGSU Director of Athletics Paul
Krebs has announced. Orr, 23,
will begin her duties immediately
Orr comes to BGSU after
spending a year as an assistant
coach at Thomas Worthington
High School in Worthington.
Ohio. She also served as the head
coach of the junior varsity squad
there, leading that team to an
undefeated season last fall. Orr
also
has
coached
the
Worthington United Soccer Club
for several seasons.
"I feel fortunate to have tht
opportunity to join the up-andcoming program here at Bowling
Green." Orr said. "I am very excited to get started."
Orr began her collegiate tenure
at the United States Naval
Academy, where she was a twoyear starter on the women's soccer team. Orr played in a total of
37 matches at Navy, starting 35.
She scored a pair of goals each
season from her defender spot.
After transferring to Ohio State,
she earned a letter as a junior in
1997. That year, she saw action in
21 matches, starting all but one!
She was elected team captain in
the spring of 1998. but was force
tosit out the season as a redshirt,
then was unable to play in 1999
due to a recurring injury.
A native of Brecksville. Ohio,
Orr
attended
BrecksvilleBroadview Heights High School,
where she graduated with academic honors and earned AllPioneer Conference accolades on
the soccer field.
She earned four letters for the
Bees, and also started four years
in club ball, playing for the
Internationals Soccer Club.
Orr has gained additional
coaching experience by working
at a plethora of camps, including
the Ohio State Soccer Camps, the
Worthington United Camp and
the Brian McBride Elite Soccer
Camp.
Orr earned her degree in political science from Ohio State In
December of 1999.
Catch the rest of the story at
www.bgsufalconscom

"Kempless" Cavaliers make deal
By Tom Withers
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND
- Shawn
Kemp's waistline and contract
both got too big for the Cleveland
Cavaliers — that's why he was
sent to Portland on Wednesday
in a three-way trade.
One other factor: Kemp wanted out of Cleveland.
In exchange for Kemp, a sixtime All Star coming off his worst
pro season, the Cavs got forwards Clarence Weatherspoon
and Chris Catling, plus a future
first-round draft pick and cash
from Miami. They also got 36year-old guard Gary Grant from
Portland.

The Blazers re-signed free
agent forward Brian Grant and
sent him to Miami.
"In the short term we have
depth, we have a lot of players
fighting for time and positions,"
Cavaliers general manager Jim
Paxson said at a news conference. "In the long term, we have
some flexibility that could create
a chance to be able to improve
the roster."
The deal was finalized a few
weeks ago, but under league
rules the teams were prohibited
from announcing the package
until the end of the month
because Galling had been traded
within the past 60 days. Also.

r.

Portland president Bob Whltsitt
was out of the country.
Kemp, who signed a sevenyear, $98 million contract after
coming to the Cavs in a threeway trade in 1997, will join a
Blazers' team which nearly upset
the eventual NBA champion Los
Angeles Lakers In the Western
Conference finals last season.
The Blazers are hoping a
return to the Pacific Northwest
will motivate Kemp, who began
his career in Seattle where he
worked with Wiiitsitt.
Kemp had a great first year for
Cleveland — he was an All-Star
— and was named to the
Cavaliers 30th anniversary team.

But he has reported to training
camp 50 pounds overweight the
past two seasons.
The added weight grounded
Kemp, who used to be one of the
most ferocious dunkers in the
league. Too often last season he
was forced to adjust his shot or
just had it blocked. He finished
the season averaging 17.8 points
per game — his lowest total since
1992-93— and with a career-low
.417 field-goal percentage.
Kemp was also a liability on
the defensive end, leading the
league In personal fouls and finishing third In turnovers — a
TRADE PAGE 9
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OUT Of HERE: Shawn Kemp's
wishes of getting out of
Cleveland came true yesterday.
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Kemp sent
to Portland
in trade

No surprises expected in first big week of football
By Rjchard Rosenblatt
ASSOCIATED PRESS

It's rout week.
The college football season
swings into high gear this weekend, and it looks like there are
plenty of cream puffs to go around
for the Top 25 teams.
Consider
; — Seven of the 19 games
involving teams in the AP poll
have pointspreads of 30 points or
higher, topped by No. 1 Nebraska
giving 50 points to San Jose State.
—Three games don't even have
pointspreads because the Vegas
bookies ignore I A teams going
against lower-division I-AA
teams. No. 5 Miami plays
McNeese State, No. 10 Georgia
plays Georgia Southern and No.
17 Clemson plays The Citadel.
But if you're looking for a winner, we'll let the dogs out: History
says you can't miss with the
Spartans plus 50.
•• Four times in the 1990s, the
Cwerful Cornhuskers were
ored by 50 or more at home,
and four times they failed to
cover. On one occasion, they were
favored by 49 1/2 - and didn't
cover.
The rundown:
— 1994: Nebraska 70. Pacific 21
(Huskers favored by 501/2)

— 1995: Nebraska 49. Pacific 7
(Huskers favored by 53)
—1996: Nebraska 51, Missouri
7 (Huskers favored by 50)
-1997: Nebraska 59. Akron 14
(Huskers favored by 58)
And, Nebraska 31, Oregon 7 in
1990 (Huskers favored by 491/2).
"It's the 10 si.ii play of the year,"
joked Ron Satalofl, president/editor of World Features Syndicate,
which sets pointspreads on sporting events.
As Frank Solich starts his third
season as Nebraska's coach, the
Huskers are hoping to duplicate
Florida State's wire-to-wire run to
the national title in'99.
Eric Crouch returns from a 12-1
season in which he threw for
1,269 yards and seven TDs, and
ran for 889 yards and 16 TDs. In
all, nine starters are back on
offense, and the defense is led by
linebacker Carlos Polk.
The picks: San Jose State (plus
50) at No. 1 Nebraska
5-6 RB Deonce Whitaker vs.
Blackshirts? Ouch.... NEBRASKA.
52-7.
No. 3 Alabama (minus 6) at
UCLA
Bruins lying in wait for 'Bama's
first visit to Rose Bowl since '46....
UCLA, 28-24.
Western Michigan (phis 321/2)

at No. 4 Wisconsin (Thursday)
Badgers open post-Dayne era
with a runaway. ... WISCONSIN.
41-7.
McNeese State (no line) at No. 5
Miami (Thursday)
Canes QB Ken Dorsey gets his
season off to a flying start. ...
MIAMI, 49-0.
Bowling Green (plus 31) at No. 6
Michigan
Wolverines can live without
injured QB Drew Henson for now.
... MICHIGAN, 38-10.
Louisiana Tech (plus 27 1/2) at
No. 8 Kansas State
Wildcats can live without
injured RB David Allen for now....
KANSAS STATE, 42-13.
Ball State (plus 45) at No. 9
Florida
Gators chomp on first of two 011 teams on their schedule. ...
FLORIDA, 55-6.
Georgia Southern (no line) at
No. 10 Georgia
I-AA champs step up in class...
and get hammered.... GEORCIA,
41-13.
Akron (plus 31) at No. 11
Virginia Tech
Michael Vick's Heisman run
begins — on a dry field ... VIRGINIA TECH, 45-7.
No. 22 Southern Mississippi
(plus 11 1/2) at No. 13 Tennessee

TRADE, FROM PAGE 8

able to do anything to
improve this team was greatly
limited," Paxson said.
Money isn't an issue for the
Blazers with owner Paul
Allen's money and a burning
desire to win an NBA title.
"Whenever you're considering trading, every factor
comes into it. To say strictly
done for financial reasons, no.
Strictly done for the weight
reasons — everything factors
in," Paxson said.
After the season, Kemp
asked the Cavs to see if they
could work out a trade. The
prospects seemed slim since
Kemp's contract calls for him
to make $71 million over the
next four years, including
$46.5 million in the final two
years.
"It strictly wasn't just a
money issue, but at the same
time, because of the back end
of his contract, the flexibility
of being

Associated Press

CROUCH: Nebraska quarterback Eric Crouch will lead the 50-point
favorite Cornhuskers against San Jose State in just one of many
games expected to be blowouts.

May not be best of times for
Vols.... SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI,
28-27.
Idaho (plus 22 1/2) at No. 14
Washington
Huskies have 28-game unbeaten streak vs. Vandals. ... WASHINGTON, 41-14.
Central Michigan (plus 38) at

No. 15 Purdue
With so much Vick hype, let's
not forget about Drew Brees. ...
PURDUE. 42-14.
Fresno State (plus 18 1/2) at
No. 16 Ohio State
Buckeyes begin
healing
process of last year's6-6 season....
OHIO STATE, 45-20.

Need money The BG News is hiring for fall semester!
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers,
copy editors, graphic designers
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Welcome BGSU Students

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

Earn your spending money with our team at

Beer

Beer

&

&

Wine at
State
Minimum

Watch for
Construction
on Campus!

BARNEYS

Wine at
State
Minimum

CONVENIENCE

MART

We Offer:
• $6.75 STARTING PAY
• College Tuition reimbursement
• Referral Bonus Program
• Flexible Hours

TOBACCO OUTLET
BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET
MAJOR BRANQS
PRICE
Marlboro, Camel, Winston.....
$2.25/pack
Newport .._._
......... $2.70/pack
Basic, Doral
...$1.95/pack
Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak ..„.. $3.69/tin

Apply at any of the Bowling Green locations:
1091 N. Main
1602 E. Wooster
996 S. Main

Al cigaretMs al Slaw mirwnum pncss Prkaw subject lo change, axdudlng non-liltti*. while supplies last
Some pnees relied manufactured buy down.
Surgeon General's Warnings: Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxide.

872-3484

When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job...

or
103 Anthony Wayne Trail (Waterville)
26520 N. Dixie Hwy. (Perrysburg)
497 W. Dussel Dr. (Maumee)

352-8431

UPTOWN
WELCOME BACK
LABOR PAY
SUNDAY SEPT. 3

Ground
Offers
♦ Year-Round Position
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week

Interviews
Today, 11-3
in Career Services
Call 372-2356 for ,
appointment •

5 Shifts
to Choose
From

♦ Night
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
Paid Training
♦ Sunriifl
Advancement Opportunities
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
Weekly Pay
♦ Bw
No Union Dues
(2!30pm to 6:30pm)
Mon-Fri
Starting at S8.50-S9.00

♦ Tuition Assistance
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

$900

♦ Twilight
(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
♦ Preload
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
We have Immediate
opening* on the
sunrise and twilight
shifts

S9.00Vhr
S9.00/hr
$8.5G7r>r
$8.5GVhr

=- •
650 S. Reynolds Road Ground
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

Pree glow stuff

S9.00/hr

1-800-582-3577
Call Today!

EEO/AA

NO COVER
21

$2.00 UNDER 21
AFTER II

I
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Bengals hope stadium gives boost
SJeoKav
SPOUTS »BI!t«

CINCINNATI —The only thing
missing
from
glass-sided,
canopy-framed Paul Brown
Stadium is a little history. Akili
Smith is going to provide it — for
better or worse.
When the Cincinnati Bengals
moved into the $453 million stadium during the summer, they
were practically giddy over the
notion that things were looking
up for the NFTJs most forlorn franchise.
There's one catch: The inexperienced quarterback has to play
better than anyone has a right to
expect.
"The key for us is going to be
how Akili does," general manager
Mike Brown said. "I think if he can
hold up, we're going to be a much
improved team and I like to think
a winning team."
More than anyone else, Smith
will determine whether the
Bengals' first season in their new
stadium is a break with their losing past or more of the same old
thing.
"It falls on Akili's head." said
coach Bruce Coslet, whose job

also might depend upon the
quarterback's
development.
"We'll go as far as he can take us."
The first-round draft choice
took the Bengals to one of their
four wins last season, when they
set an NFL record for losses in a
decade. Smith directed a lastminute touchdown drive to beat
the Cleveland Browns 18-17 in his
first start.
He made only three more starts
before a foot injury scuttled the
rest of his season, leaving him
more rookie than veteran this
time around.
"Akili's going to have his ups
and downs," Coslet said. "In the
same breath, the kid is going to
make some plays that you will not
believe. He's the real deal, I'm convinced of that"
Smith made believers in the
preseason, when he completed
65 percent of his passes without
throwing an interception and had
a 90.4 passer rating — well above
average.
"As a rookie, I was a little shaky
at times," running back Corey
Dillon said. "It comes with the territory. I see 150 percent improvement in his ability. It's like he's
been playing for four or five

years.
Teams play simple defenses in
the preseason, making it easier for
a quarterback to look good. But
there was pronounced Improvement in Smith, who looked like he
knew what he was doing.
"I've
made
tremendous
strides," Smith said. "I'm happy
with the way I'm playing right
now."
Smith also emerged as a leader,
demanding good things out of
himself and the rest of the offense.
That's a change from the last few
years, when quarterbacks came
and went without making much
of a statement.
"I'm comfortable,'' he said. "I'm
having a great time right now taking on that role. It's a matter of
making plays. I've been making
them and I'll continue to make
them."
He'll have to. There's not
enough talent or depth to overcome a quarterback making
rookie mistakes.
A defense that has given up 400
points each of the last three seasons — a franchise first — continued to give up big plays in preseason.
The Bengals improved their

line depth by signing free agents
Vaughn Booker and Tom Bamdt
and moving linebacker Reinard
Wilson back to end, where he
played in college. They also
brought back safety Darryl
Williams to help the beleaguered
secondary.
But the Bengals still lacked a
pass rush in preseason and their
comerbacks got burned just as
often as last year, when they gave
up nearly 29 points per game.
Smith will have to avoid threeand-out possessions that keep
the defense on the field all afternoon. Given the circumstances, it
won't be easy.
When Damay Scott broke his
leg during training camp, the
passing game was left in the
hands of rookies Peter Warrick
and Ron Dugans and secondyear player Craig Yeast, who
missed much of his rookie season
because of injury.
The Bengals can count on a
running game as long as Dillon
stays healthy. He rushed for 1,000
yards each of his first three seasons and made the Pro Bowl after
picking up 1.200 last year, the second-highest total in franchise history.

fesocuMPm

SMITH: Bengals quarterback Akili Smith hopes to bring the worst
team of the decade back into the limelight.

Looking for a campus job?
The BG News is now hiring for fall positions

«or"

Live music, qreat (bod. An people, and incredible
art. It's Friday-it's what you've been wailmq
for all week!
September 1

^Friday

* Club Friday music The Gnswoldi (blues)
(630-930*")
* FREE tour Hiitory m Art Peopte and tventi
(645 '«)
* I REE Dulcimer Conceit: Sec*y Beard (8 » w 1

■ Just a Short Drive From BG
* Large Selection of Frames Including
Some Unusual Hard to Find Styles
• Call for Current Student Discounts or Offers
■ Eye Exams and Contacts also Available

SPECIAL!
Buy 1 Box of
Hydrovue
Contact Lenses and
GET 1 FREE

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

873-1184

Open every Friday. 6-10 m

419-255-8000

2445 Monroe Slreel Toledo, OH 43620

Me* DOB** 0. fl}"W IhM •»•*

26S97 N. Dixie Hwy (Near Churchills in Perrysburrq )

Marcos Popovich and Rebecca Nieto,
FTcjid :nt and Vice President of the Undergraduate Student GovenSb" cnt
invite_you to become involved with USG
ue invcNd with the

Under graduate
Student
Government

Senator and Cabinet posit ens 0 pen or
the 2000-2001 acaderr y *ar

Positions open to all BGSU undergraduate students
Pick upyour application at:
•USG Office 404 Saddlemire
•Basement of Mosley Hall

-Off-Campus Student Center
"Your Residence Hall Front Desk

Applications are due Tuesday September 5tn
All Senator candidates must attend I of 2'informational sessions held in the
Business Administration Building room 102
Wednesday Sept. 6 7:30 - 8:30 pm
Thursday Sept. 7 7:30 - 8:30 pm
For additional information please call 372-8116

A
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Campus Events
STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Come share your overseas experience with other returnees on
Wednesday, September 6 or
Tuesday, September 12 from
3:30-5:30pm In 1103 Offenhauer
Weat. Call 2-0479 with questions.

Spring Breaklll Canoun, Mazatlan,
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida- Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations lor
info on going free and earning cash.
Call 1-800-446-8355 or e-mail
saleaesunbreaks.com.

Personals
Travel
• 111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
S279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
•111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air. Hotel.
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels. Reliablo Air, Free Food, Dnnks and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan a Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Ceshl Do It on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call 800293-1443 lor into
Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun.
Bahamas, Flonda, Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call Sun Coast Vacations (or
a free brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group A Eat,
Drink, Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
salasBsunco

• 1 SPRING BREAK 2001 - Mexico,
Jamaica, Flonda A S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights Biggest parties &
Best prices. Book by Oct. 1 Receive
FREE 14 meals A 28 hrs of parlies!
1 800 SURFS UPwww.studentexQlfiSS
Fall Tanning Special
1 month unlimited - $25
2 months unlimited - $40
425 E Woosler - Open Everyday

352-7689
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIESCLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS.
Student Organizations earn $500$1000 with an easy Ihree-hour fund
raising event. No sales required.
Fund raising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact Campus Information Services al 1-800-375-5701
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: W,C
SOFTBALL-SEPT. 5; M SOFTBALL-SEPT. 6; M, W DOUBLES
GOLF AND M, W DOUBLES TENNIS-SEPT. 7.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR SOFTBALL. APPLY IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK
UP AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME
TEST BY NOON ON SEPT. 5TH.
MUST
ATTEND
MANDATORY
CLINIC ON SEPT. 6TH.

Attn. Phone Power Calleral
Check in at the Admissions Office
ASAP or call 372-9818.
Join the Gavel!
The Gavel currently has reporting,
photography, and layout positions
available. Committed staff members
are eligible for salary and internship
credit Contact Melissa al 353-3280
or klmWerObgnet.bgsu.edu for details!
Make extra cash...l buy Legos by
the pound. Call 288-9984
Phi Mu is looking lor two friendly
houseboys for the fall semester! If
interested, please call Niki at 3723602.
MONEY TO STUDY ABROAD
Proposal forms are now available
in the Center for International
Programs (1106 Offenhauer West)
for the International travel grant
competition for students studying
abroad during spring semester
2001. The deadline Is September
29. Call 2-0479 with questions.

ANNE GRADY CORPORATION
Direct Support Professional
Earn a competitive wage, develop
a career, and make a difference In
Someone's Life.
Providing Support to Developmental^ Disabled Individuals at our base
facility or in a home setting. Full-time
openings on 2nd shift, part-time
openings on all shifts.
Benefits Include:
"250 Sign on bonus
-Starting weekend rate $8 25-S8 55
•Medical/Denlal/Rx/Vision
•Retirement Plan/Free Life Insurance
•Tuition Reimbursement
•Flexible hours
•Paid VacaBon/Sick Time
'No experience necessary-Paid
Training
'Team oriented atmosphere
If interested Walk-Ins Welcome
Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm
Interested in Evening appointments,
please call Human Resources
(419) 866-6500/fax (419) 866-7462
Or visit our website at:

Wanted
1 rmte. wanted in 2 bdrm. apt Own
room, new carpet, close to campus.
Call lor more into, 354-4372, Jessica.
,
Need temp, ride from Weston area
to campus. Will share cost. Call

669-4430, Mary.
Subleasers needed. 2 story house
with garage. 3 bedrooms, up lo 4
people. $650 mo. Call 352-4818.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAV
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am- 1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802

354-8703

yyyyyyyy><vvvvxwv^o<yxv^Q^^

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Personals

Travel

7

SuiySmiWFoReTSesterHo^'pJe
schoolers at professor's house In
Ponysburg $7 hour. 372-8111.
Babysitter needed tor a well-behaved 4 yr. old boy. 10-15 hrs. per
week, nights A weekends in my
home. $5.50 per hr. Call 353-3377.
ChUdcare needed in Perrysburg
home. $50 a day; 2-3 days a week.
depending on your schedule. 419-

874-3516.
Customer Service Representative
25 hrs/week, good fringe benefits.
Must have bachelors degree, strong
interpersonal communication skills,
be a team player, A have a working
knowledge ol MS word, Excel, A Access. Send resume to Box P, 1616
E. Woosler St. Bowling Green, Ohio,
43402.
DANCE MARATHON 2001
Get Involved Now!
Steering Committee Applications
Avail, in 450 Student Services
DEADLINE: Thur. Sept. 7
Any Questions??? 372-0530
THONON
Day Care - Pre school
Looking for talented, take charge individuals for Infant and preschool
units. Work directly with children and
interface with parents. Part-time, afternoon hrs. A high school diploma
required. Call 878-4190 for more info
Cashier - morning slock new, sales
and copy center positions available.
Flexible hours, stop by Staples at
1080 S. Main, (next to Foodtown), to
fill out an application;
_^

EDUCATION ASSISTANT
The Wood County Solid Waste District will be accepting applications
until 4:30pm on Wednesday, September 13,2000, for the part-time
position of Education Assistant.
September-December, 2000; $8.48
per hour. Application packets will be
available at the Solid Waste District
Office, 639 South Dunbridge Road.
Suite 3. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402,
Monday through Friday. 8:30am to
4:30pm. For more information,
please call (419) 354-9297. WOOD
COUNTY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

ChikJcare needed tor after school. 5
days/wee*. Transportation needed
352-6127.
ChUdcare staff positions available
Tuea, and Thurs. mornings Call
352-2506.
Desk dork needed tor local motel
Midnighl to 8am shift. Approximately
4 shifts/week, must work weekends.
Long term position. Apply at Buckeye Inn 8-4 Mon.-Fri.
FullA Part-Time
Lawn A Landscape Maintenance
Call 354-1923
Graphic Daalaner
Communication Co. needs designer.
Experienced in Illustrator, Freehand
and Photo Shop Rex Hours. Immediate position. Send resume and
samples of work to Hardy Communications, 408 Bancroft. Toledo OH
43620 or
cherylCeeekadver1ising.com
Health/Fitness
If you have an energetic personality
A enjoy working with people. We are
looking for enthusiastic individuals to
loin our team. Floor trainers, member services, sales & front desk. Full
& pt. time, excellent pay & benefits.
Apply in person The St James
Club, 7337 W. Bancroft 841-5597.
Earn $6 par hour helping children
Become an America Reads Tutor
Must be Work Study eligible!!
Call 372-2331 for details, or
Stop by 531 Education Building
Help Santa Claus build toys tor
Christmas. Fulltime light manufacturing and flexible time assembly
jobs available Work a schedule thai
meets your education and spending
needs. Walk lo work. Overtime
available. Part-time must work a
minimum of 12 hours per week. Up
to $6.15 per hour plus attendance
bonus to start, opportunity lor regular increases. Apply M-F. 9am-4pm
at: Pinnacle Plastic Products. 513
Napoleon Road. Bowling Green. OH
Help wanted-Lawn and landscape
(no mowing). Full or part time. Part
time must be available full days. 4
miles from campus. Start at $8.50
per hour. Phone 356-9695.

*yvvv^*yvv-*vx*tt*vx**^x*>Q<x:

| (^\ Service Barbershop |
Ask us
about our
Birthday or
Senior

352-4576
426 E. Wooster *
Walk-ins or

Citizens

Early Bird
Specials

Appts.
Welcome

Cvvvvvvvvvvvwvwwwvwwvvvvvv

YOU CAM BE A DJ!

BGSU'S only modern rock station

wants YOU to bo a part of our team!

(UFflL1610f.ni Info night
Tuesday. September 5th
8:00pm «121 West Hall
Info Une: 372-8658

USE BIG WORDS

m

• Come sit on our renovated party deck
- Try our n»W Toxic Strawberries
- A brand now staff & atmosphere
• AU the latest Dance/Rock music
- Try the Survivor Drink Special

WEDNESDAY - Karaoke All Night Long
THURSDAY:
- Quarter Drafts 7-9 PM
- « L50 Pitchers All Night
- lop 40 Dance/Rock Music 9-2-30 AM
FRIDAYS:
- Karaoke Till 11 PM
- Top 40 Dance/Rock Till 230 AM
SATURDAYS: - Top 40 Dance/Rock Till 230 AM

TEXTBOOKS GEAR MUSIC & MORE
tminwofMiM

AND OF COURSE
■ LOO KAMIKAZE

Y NIGHT
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Construction worker hill/part time.
Call 352-3057 oc 308-0605.
HouieboyHeeded
Mi House
5 days a wk. 9-10:30
Hourly wage, call Heather lor
interview 372-3608 or 372-2191.
Immediate openings lor day dishwasher and night waitstaH O Cactus
Jack's Perrysburg 26611 N. Dixie
Highway in Riverplace Shopping
Center 872-1230.
Gymnastics Instructors
Team-4 & 5. Tues. 5-7, Thurs. 5-8 &
Sat 11-1. Perrysburg Gymnastics
Center. 874-9383.
Kids Kare teachers & administrators
needed. Perfect job lor students in
educational Held. Part-time avail.,
6am-9am and/or 3pm-6pm. Competitive wages, lead daily activities,
help children with homework, attend
monthly stall meetings & training
events. Teachers need high school
diploma & experience supervising
children Administrators need at
least 12 hrs. in educational courses.
Call East Toledo Family Center at
419-691-1429: Scott ext. 149 or Lisa
ext. 152.
Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Lile models needed, fall semester,
for School ol Art class $690 hr.
Flexible hrs. Call Janice Ferguson
lor interview.
116 A Art Bldg. 372-2640
Now hiring 3rd shift, lull and part
time available, apply within-BP Oil,
1670 E. Wooster.
Office cleaning evenings
10-12 hrs. wk. Own transp. required
Call 352-5822
Parables Outreach is now hiring
for work In girls' home (3 openings) and boys' home (2 openings). Christian ministry within 10
minutes of BG. Call Van or Dee at
354-1359.

Help Wanted

For Sale

Part or full-time corfers or cleaners.
$7.50 hr. Walking distance Irom
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.
Student Support Services
' Tutors Needed - All Courses
Sophomore standing.
2.8 gpa or higher. Starting $5.50 hr.
App's. avail. 424 Saddlemire Bldg.

Paragon Services is ■•■king merchandisers to perform grocery resets at area stores in Bowling Green
and Toledo. Hours are Sunday thru
Thursday 6pm to 5am. No experience needed, will train. $9.00 to
start with paid drive time and mileage. Must have reliable transportation and phone. Flexible scheduling.
I can work around your school
schedule. Call Jell at 1-800-9687685 ext 551 for more info.
Part time janitorial must be able to
work 3-11pm Saturday and Sunday
and some days during the week.
Can be flexible weekdays. $5.50 per
hour. Apply Woodland Mall Office,
1234 N. Main St., Bowling Green.
Part-time nanny to care for 6 S 8 yr
old girls in our BG home 10-12
hrsAvk. Must be excellent with children & have own transp. Call 3521956 alter 5:30.
Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will train. 734-848-4379, Mon-Fri after 3pm.
Pt. time position inserting, loading
Must be able to operate stacking
machine. Flexible hrs. Monday
through Sat. from 7:30am-3:30pm.
Must apply at The Sentinel-Tribune.
300 E. Poe Rd. Mon-Fri, 8-5. No
phone calls please.
Special person needed. Companlon for developmentally delayed
adult male. Rec Center swims,
dine out, shop, walks, etc. 5
hours per week. S8 an hour. Call
352-7143.
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 free trips.
Free meals...book by Nov. 2nd. Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com

1987 Chevy. Excellent cond.
Low miles. Runs great $2500
Call 288-3045
1989 Suzuki Sidekick convertible. 4
whl. dr. auto, 98k miles, Florida car.
$2900 obo. 352-2200.
1990 Chevy Blazer, auto. Call
Tom/Judy 352-6594

372-2677
Telephone interviewing. No sales
Pi-time in Perrysburg. Some days,
mostly evenings and weekends.
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere. 874-5842.
Telephone order clerks. 2 blocks
from campus. Full & Pt. time. Average earnings $8/hr. 2 shirts available: 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705.
Waitresses, bartenders, pizza makers & pin chasers wanted. Contact
Jay Young O Varsity Lanes. 3525247. 1033 S. Main. PM shifts.
Would you like to work in a fun environment & meet lots of new people?
Now hiring wait staff & late maintenance staff. Call 352-4637 ask for
Bill or Mike. Bowling center experience helpful but not necessary.
WRESTLING COACH WANTED"
Successful, local middle school
needs an assistant wrestling coach
for the upcoming season (Nov. 10Jan. 21). This is a paid position. If
interested contact John Obrock at
Eastwood Middle School at 419833-6011 ASAP.

For Sale
1981 PontiacT-1000. 51.000 original miles. New brakes, battery.

$650. Call 874-6325.
1986 Toyota Tercel
White-two dr. hatch back
$800 o.b.o. 354-3448

1990 Plymouth Grand Voyager. 1st
owner, good condition. V-6, $1200
OBO. 352-9999.
1980 Subaru Loyal* Wagon
4WD, good condition, $2250.
Call 352-3021
1991 SAAB 9000 Turbo hatchback
120,000 miles luxury package--air.
power, tilt wheel, cruise, compact
disc, abs brakes, phone, leather,
sunroof, premium wheels. Lists for
$8,000 will accept any reasonable
offer. 691-9202
AUTOVILLE
BACK TO SCHOOL
IMPORT CARS
353-8810
1991 Toyota Corolla 4 DR. A/T, A/C,
Blue, $3995.
1995 Toyota Camry LE 4 DR, loaded, gold $9995.
1996 Mazda 626 LX 4 DR. loaded,
black $8995.
1995 Honda Civic LX. 4 DR. AT.
A/C. blue. $7995.
1991 Honda Accord LX, 4 DR, A/T,
A/C Loaded, red. $5995.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19 9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558
iMac, 333 MHz, 64 MB RAM, 6 GB
HD. 56k modem. All software included. $700. 372-9509.
Micro-fridge, dorm safe. $150
Very useful. Needs to go!
Call Steph 353-9136
MTX Sub woofers & amp. 300 watts
per channel. Great lor your car-$150
obo. Call Bill 354-2233.

For Sale

For Rent

Oueensize headboard, mattress box
springs, Eventk) stroller/carseat, patio table, toddler bed and mattress.

Tired of dorm life? Kitchenette, bathroom, laundry facility S single bedroom available $325/monfh all utilities included except phone & cable.
Call 352-7095.

Call 353-7054.
Sola $50, End Tables $20 each.
Call 353-4999 after 5:30pm.
Stereo System-Hatler amp A proamp; Harmon Kardon CD player A
tuner; 3-piece spkr system w/stands
« sub wooler. $495, John 352-3643.
www.affordahlelaptops
(800) 864-2345

For Rent

Game.

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
Apt. avail, immed. 2 Bdrm., newly
remodeled. Dishwasher, ufjl. ind.
$500 mo., no sec. dep! Call Erin or
Brian 352-5747.
Great Location-724 E. Wooster
across Irom Founders. $225/mo. 1
bdrm. call 352-8444.
Single rooms for male students
$220 month including all utilities
353-0325

[Test your skill with
NTN Interactive Sports t'
Trivia Games!]
New For You
at

4llfnH!ll'H»
Food's never been
lliis ill in h fun!
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No Union?

Miy 14. 1999
j-^ The Toledo lltdt Rr.tau*wtl Cm*

*f.I've long argued
that the best eatery
between Toledo
and Columbus

Is The Answer!
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Open
Till
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_For Studying
...Being With Friends
...Healthy Food
...Hot Soup * Drinks
ALSO. Salads. Sandwiches, and Otsaerts

NURSES
Looking for flexible hours to meet
your needs? Then Wood County
Nursing Home is the place for you.
Whether you are a new graduate or
have years of experience, we have a
position for you. Great starting
rates along with an unbeatable
county benefit package! Apply
today in person or send a resume
to:

354-JAVA
1*126 LWooster

Is Now Hiring:

COOKS, SERVERS &
HOST/ HOSTESSES
A few of the great benefits waiting for you:

3K

r-OOOOOG-^
'10 am until 2 pm*

• Top Wages
• Flexible Hours
• Health/Dental
• Employee Stock
Insurance
Option Plan
• Paid Vacations

Wood County Nursing
Home
ATTN: Ann Fuerst
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
phone (419) 353-8411
fax (419) 353-2394

Apply In Person
K^^^JL
Mon-Fri 2-4
^r
401 W. Dussel Rd.
^>>
Maumee, OH
(a few minutes from BG)

WOOD COUNTY
NUBSING HOME

M

aMLTMJcrrrw

628 E Woosier-Bowlmg Green • 354-2535
Across from lit BOSH Stadium

te

KING BUFFET
(HINTS!

"ATTENTION-

_

RESTAURANT

New Chefs & New Owner • Always tow Price!
MMNOI

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
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Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number
will be printed in the
BGSU Telephone Directors
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Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide Off-Campus residence
and telephone number only.

"^
^^^

Inki-M.
Sat**

IIMUMMML

IIMM.IOaaa.

Plate your order by phone ond

l^tt it will be ready when you arrive!

To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory please submit
Completed forms by:

FREE DELIVERY WITH A MINIMUM PURCHASE OF S10

KiHGBurm
10*0 NORTH
MAIH/TRIIT

Tuesday
September 5,2000
5:00p.m.

I060M0RTH
MAIM STRUT
354-1169
554-1688

10% I I040N0RTH

Off

i

MAWa,nT

•51.DU

per person

LUNCH *"h this co"po"i DIMMERwi,h ,hs coupor
Offer Expire
9/31/00

9/31A

Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the Office
of Registration and Records, 110 Adminisfration Building or drop off the form at one of the
sites listed below.

what you've been missing.

Drop Locations:
Information Desk (Olscamp Hall)
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
Campus Bookstore
Administration Building, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing Office

(B'AA.

Off-Campus Local
Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or Correction is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Nme
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Biographies for USG Executive Officers Vision of Building Community for
Marcos Popovich is a senior Ethnic Studies Interpersonal
2000-01 and Beyond
Communications majoi from Ibledo.Ohio. He will be serving

Marcos Popovich

Rebecca Nieto

kal
Rebecca Fitch

Julie Rinehart

Nick Gresko

as the president of I SG for the 2000-01 school year. Inhispasl
three years at BGSI he has served as the * ice- president and
president of La Uni6nde Estudiantes Latinos, a senatoi foi i SG,
as well ;is .i board member for the Student < Irganizational
I unding Board I urthermore. he has sat on several ofthe
universit) s screening committees and task forces. I le was
recognized nationally b) the I nited States Hispanic I eadership
Institute foi his academics and sei»ice to the community, and has
also received such campus awards as the Student Life Aw .mi.
Gerald Saddlemire Scholarship. Student I eaderoftheYeai 2000
ii SG). Building Community \ward(LSI ). among others
Rebecca Nieto is .i Senior, Interpersonal Communication major
from Paulding. < Ihio She has spent her summer in Bowling
< ireen beginning her work as \ ice-President ol t S< i, working
foi the Vice-Provost ol Academic (lutreach and being a
Orientation and Registration Assistant and Resident Advisor.
HL-I past involvements include being a Resident Advisor. < Mice
of Residence I ife Minority Peei Mentor Program loam I eader,
Vice-President ofthe Interpersonal c ommunication club,
i \i\ lOOPcei Facilitator, Springboard Coach, as well as
having served on approximate!) 10-15 different ( niversit)
search committees and task forces she has been the recipient
ol the Student I ife • 'utstandtng Sophomore \ward in 1999 and
(tutstanding Junior award in 2000 Something she is looking
forward to doing tins scar is being a member ol President
Ribeau's Vision and Values committee she is a firm bclievet in
ihe ( ore Values ol BGSI and hopes to build community on the
h( iSi campus by uniting student organizations to learn more
about each othei and work together
Rebecca I itch is a sophomore, pre-dcntal majoi from Newbury,
(Him She is current!) serving the I ndergraduate Student
< iovernment as Chief-of-Stafl l'iev iously, she has been
involved with I eadership in Residence, Dance Marathon as a
IKiR and a dancer, and was awarded foi raising the most
money for an organization. She also served in the I s< i
I xecutivc Cabinet and was awarded Cabinet Member ol the
Month. ( abinet Member ofthe Year, and the Cabinet Community Sen ice Award Mong with her responsibilities as ( hief-ofStafl she \s ill also be a resident ndv isor in llarshman.
Bromfield, Rebecca^ goal for the yeat is to increase communication and activities among the students, senate, and othei
universit) organizations.
Julie Rinehart, a seniot Political Science Major, is from Grove
( uv. (Ihio. She has received the Howling (ireen State
I niversit) '- Professors Scholarship, an Alumni Book
Scholarship, and the Charles Barrell Political Science
Scholarship After graduating from BGSI in Mas. she plans to
attend law school. The 2000-01 academic ycai is Rinehart's
third yeat as a member oil ndergraduate Student Government.
I asi sear she was chosen as a Senator ofthe month and also
the Undergraduate student Government I eaderoftheYeai
She has served as an Organizational Senator, an OfT-( ampus
Senator, .uui is now the Speaker ofthe Legislative Branch of
I si i Julie's goals for the year are increased communicati.nl
w ith students, organizations and administrators, as well as
students being able to use the meal cards and UK i charges at
off-Campus businesses.
Nick (iresko is a junior Elementary Education major from
Eastlake, Ohio, which is in the Cleveland area He is a membei
of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, and has received main
distinguished honors and awards over the past three scars. A
lew of these honors are Order oft hncga. V. ho's \\ ho Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges, and winner of
the President ofthe United States Community Sei v ice
Challenge Award. He lias completed over 3,000 hours ol
communit) service within the past three years. And foi his
commitment to service, he has been given over in communit)
sen ice awards. As the treasurer of I S(! he will make surethai the Undergraduate Student (iovernment is financially
Bound. He looks forward to getting this year started ami
working with the student bod)

With ever) new school vc.n.
there comes new opportunities
to do great things on out
campus. It is a vciv exciting time
because u i- a fresh start for everyone. a
renewed sense ol purpose I or the
I ndergraduate student (iovernment tins
means new opportunities to serve Ihe
Student bod) I his vc.n we will sluve
low aids ihe goal of making BGSI an
even better place foi students to have a
successful col
eel and develop
a premiere learning community, as
President Sidney Ribcau ha- set in Ins
vision lor ihe I mvei-iiv Though this is
mpl) slated, it encompasses
numerous areas Vvc will be concentrating on 11 carrying out those goals that we
i Nieto ami myself) set during
out campaign last spring, -i making I si,
.m effective tool lor addressing student
issues, and J) building community
throughout our campus
Vv hen Rebecca tnd 1 .lev eloped our
platform goal-, we centered Ihem on
student success it i. imperative that we
ensure we (students) have the resources
needed 10 gel the most Out ol our college
experience, academically, professionally,
and socially. We want our universit) to
push us up. not hinder us in an) manner.
A tew wavs in winch we could enhance
Id .si are by seeking an increase in
moneys available tor -indent organizations and scholarships, improving the First
yeai student experience, and improving
the standard lor academic adv ising, as
well as an evaluation system, so as to
ensure that Students receive the highest
quality of advising possible I he-e goalare a starting point. .mA we feel that they
will have a tremendous effect on our
lllstlllltli.il.

I his veai I S( i must become a more
effective tool foi change. This means is
there needs 10 be more constructive
dialogue between elected officials and
those they rcpre-cnt Simply put. we need
to communicate. Not onl) will you sec
out senators out there talkaig to students.

but members of our executive branch will
also be setting up forums and speaking at
organizational meetings. I hey will be
asking you your concern- and informing
you on how you can get involved in the
legislative process. We want to work
hand in hand with those whom we
represent in ordei to create positive
change- in our community. \- I have
been told before, echoes can 1101 be heard
as well as one united sound. We must
unite together as students to address our
common concerns.
Because of its great value, community building is another important part ol
out agenda. Nothing I liaveevei accomplished ..l Bl iSl and in mv life has ever
been done alone I here have alvvavs been
people there guiding me. helping me.
encouraging me. and breaking my falls.
We are all in some way dependent on
Others, and our actions affect not onl)
ourselves, hut also our communit)
friends, family, teachers, even people we
do not know Wh) is tins so important'.'
It i- important because when vvc conic lo
thai realization, we find that we are
responsible foi the world around us out
university, town. city, stale, nation, anil
world.
\\ lt.it I am

II

> ing to get at in all of

this is that we must have communit) in
order to move forward. We can go
through oui 4 ot 5 years of college and
not question anything that we are taught.
ne. ei question wh) we do thing-a certain
wav Man) tunes the only thing dial
pi events us from working vv uli others to
accomplish things are the barriers in our
minds, we could icallv make a difference
m our world, ^e must question established practices and attempt to find way s
lo do them better.
I here is strength in community:
there is hope for a brighter future. I want
B( .SI

students lo be known nationwide

foi -landing for something. If that is
raising money for the I nilcd Wav or
Children's Miracle Network, let- do it
. ontimwdon /'./. I.

Campus Fest

s
^

Carnival games, opportunities to win money and prizes, socializing
with other students, increasing membership for your campus organization, in addition to free food and live bands and music? What could
this possibly be? I would like to invite you all to Campus Fest 2000,
"Build Unity for a Better Community". This event, free to all who
attend, will be held on Friday, September 8th beginning at 2pm and
ending at 11pm in front of University Hall. It has been put together by
your fellow peers and student leaders, to provide a fun, safe and
entertaining atmosphere in which we can all spend time together, in
addition to learning how to become involved on campus. More
details will be forthcoming in the BG News and in your residence
halls, but we hope you take this opportunity to support what is sure
to be the most exciting campus event this fall! For more details,
please contact Rebecca Nieto at nietob@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 372-6026.
By Rebecca Nieto

How do get involved with USG
Wnli both .1 Legislative and
Executive branch, there are
many opportunities lor
involvement. The easiest way to become
involved in the Legislative liranch is to
run for an office

Fall elections, which are

September I 1-14, arc when District
Senators, who represent various oncampus residences, anil College Senators.
who represent the seven academic
colleges, are elected. To become a
candidate, pick up a petition at the
Campus Involvement I an oi at tlic I si i
I lllnc at 4114 Student Sen ices

I he

petitions are due to the I S( i Office on
September 5.

I here are also ' )H-< ampus

and At-Large scats open, winch will be
appointed. For information about these
scats, call Julie Rinehart at <72-xi 16
I he executive branch of the t ndergraduate Student Government is comprised of the President, Vice-president and
the Cabinet Each cabinet membci is
charged with a goal lor the year and will

• Work with the Office ol Academic

Student Welfare
• Chairs shall include: Greek Welfare,
Multicultural Organizations, and

participate in

two representatives foi other
campus organizations
• Promote i s< r with constituent
groups by providing information on
current happenings and goals
• Initiate constructive bilateral
dialogue between I S( i and
constituent groups to fostet
effective, positive communication to
address student concerns
• Work wnli the Organizational
Liaison ( ommittec in the
I S( i senate
• Organize consiitucni groups to
actively involve students in voicing
then concerns in a constructive
niaunci

Si.ill. President nn<\ Vice-president

• Represent H« >si

at all Ohio

( ouncil ol Student Government

for each cabinet member include alien

meetings
• Inform t icneral Assembly on .ill
Slate and National events
• Keep close contact with Senators

scmcstei reports I he following Cabinet

and ( ongressmen and w ill make an

positions arc available foi the tall semcstei
and will he chosen through an application

effort to meet with or bring officials
to«ampus

and interview process in the fall I oi more

• Advocate foi initiatives lh.it ale laid

information regarding cabinet positions
please contact Rebecca I itch at 172 <''">"
O Public Relations
• Design advertisements foi t s< i
• Organize distribution and posting
ot ads
• Maintain contact with liti News and
with the entire organization
• Distribute and maintenance ol
brochures

out by executive branch
• Keep National ami State
Governments informed about I sti
happenings and concerns
ni/C a campus wide tonini in
which political officials will be
present to heat student's voice then
» OIK ems
• \\^,u\ \oiei registration campaign on
clc( lions

• Develop monthly insert foi li(i News
• Vttendalll SCi functions to acquire
accurate information
• Distribute ncwslcttei to pertinent
governing bodies

• Research entire current evaluations
s\stcni lorms
• I stablish working plan to have

organizations to set up a network

Community Affairs Liaison
• Vttcnd and represent I s< i in all
t itv ( ouncil meetings
• I phokl monthly meetings «ith
community offit ials such as the
and the Downtown Business
Association, to discuss t Si ,

Will be posted on the USG

request volunteers lor events

web page

• Work to promote the establishment
ol state/country wide community
sei v ice events such as Make a
Difference Day
• Organize community service events
with other campus organizations

" I pdale and maintain the wcb-pagc

initiatives and how students
can get involved
Student organizations may
put their events on the

Next issue will be out in mid
to late October

• Maintain consistent communication
with President, Vice President, 01
Chief ol stall
• t pdatc web-page with the weekly

404 Saddlemire
phone: (419)372-8116
fax: (419) 372-

^ Executive Secretary

http://www.bgsu.edu/

• Responsible foi the upkeep of the

studentlife/organizations/usg/

office
• Responsible foi adhering to
secretarial duties upon the request
from the President, \ ice President,
and the ( Incl id Stall (Word
processing, phone messages et< r
• Maintain the maslci calendar
0 USG Aides
• Re-poiisiblc lor helping various
cabinet members ami I S( i
committees
• I Ins may im hide helping »ith the
ncwslcttei oi researching on issues
• Highly recommended foi those who
would like to get involved with
1 SI p bin want to see what it is
like lust

involvement thisyeat

' SGisnow

accepting applications foi aides

I'hesc

aides w ill assist legislative ami executive
members with research, and also with

General
Assembly
Meetings
Beginning Augusl 28"',
I SGwill hold Us
General Assembly meetings
every Monday from 7:309: iOpm in room 113 Olscamp
I hill. I hese arc mn formal
business meetings where
important issues die voted on

communications between I St > ami othci

such ds legislation and co-

groups such as organizations, residence

sponsorships. We highly

halls. ^\m\ administrative offices

auiv ities such as oil campus food

encourage all students to

Hi .lull, Rinehan
,nul Rebet < (/ / if' h

charge or downtown bus route

attend those meetings to find
out about current issues and
to \otee your opinions. If you

lev icw (via inlci net I
■ Maintain a svstcni to reference

cannot attend, the assemblies
are aired on IKi24 television

evaluations
O USG Dance Group

station, anil out minutes are

Representative
• t Irganize creative fundraising events
Network

Will give updates on USG

newsletter calendar
© Webmaster

evaluations available foi students to

to benel it the < hildrcn's Miracle

available

that would provide a service to

1 here is also a new opportunity foi

Mayor, ( hambei ol < ommerce.
O Teacher Evaluation

Extra issues will be made

• Work with othci student

campus toi upcoming national

© Newsletter

Will be inserted into the
BG News bimonthly

11 \ minutes

towards its completion Responsibilities

meetings with the < hicf-of-Staffand

About the Newsletter

• I'lan a monthly community service
event lor lisii members to

National and State Liaison

Assembly it i \ i meetings, bi-weekly

® Community Service

Hall Governments Residents.

work in cooperation with the ( hid ol

dance at weekly ( abincl and < icneral

Announcements

• Report findings to General

Assembly

Enhancement

postetl on the USG web site.

PLEASE COME OUT AND VOTE!

• Act as the Dance Group
Representative foi t s<,
• Keep the members of USG actively
invoked in Dance Marathon aciiv ities

Elections for college and district senators
will take place:

Vision for 2000-01
and Beyond

Q Campus Safety
• Promote s;iicty on campus through

together

seminals. workshops, and public

awareness techniques

Stopping US? II we set out to ensure that

• Work with students, faculty, and
police to promote public safe!)
O Academic Affairs
• Head a committee that will develop
and initiate a standard of academic
advising which would be utilized in
every department
• Develop an evaluation system loi
academic >^\ ising that will hold
academic advising accountable to
the needs of the students
• Work m conjunction with the

All students have the opportunity
to vote for candidates
who are running in their college or district.
Please call the USG office (372-8116)
to find out any information
regarding this process.

teacher evaluation committee to
make academic advising evaluations
available on the internet

If we want in nuke our univer-

sity environmentally sound, what is

Voting locations to he announced.

eveiv student gets an equal opportunity to
succeed mi oui campus, lets make il
happen Remembct that tins world we
live in is one tli.it you anil I help mold

II

we want to change or create something,
it's up to us. it is our responsibility to
future generations. I want you to look at
\'. h.ii can he done to improve our community, and Utilize USG to make it happen
I hat is what we are here foi I hat is a
premier learning community: taking vvhai
you learn in the classroom anil doing
something positive in your community.
That is a true education; that is what we
indent to foster.
It\ Mm/ ia Popox a li

